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LETTERS to the EDITOR

April 6, 1968

j Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Planet, Earth ',

|

•

:

Chlorine
Editor:
For some time now, 1 have been
increasingly aware of a problem in
Millberry Union that needs some
attention; the problem is the swimming pool and the frequent "overdose" of chlorine it receives. The
concentration of chlorine in the
pool is usually so high it causes
transient eye irritation, but not
infrequently, so high as to actually
prevent swimming. Frequently,
swimmers suffer burning eyes for
hours following swimming. Naturally, studying is made more
difficult with burning, inflamed
eyes, but the point is that the problem could and should be prevented
entirely. Thus, existing conditions
preclude the optimal recreational
and instructional use of our swimming pool, which are its prime

purposes.
I'm sure that all the people who
use the pool have suffered from
this problem at one time or another, and would like to see the situation corrected. I suggest that
those concerned drop in and express their feelings to Bob Alex-

felony charge against those people it. It is logical to expect that in
caught smoking it. In order to in- addition to professional skills, I
dulge your self righteous sarcasm professional ethics and morality I
you invented a statement which should be developed here as part •
proposed to legalize this unknown of our learning experience. One
drug system. Men and women are does not graduate from a pro- •
currently behind the cold steel fessional school and suddenly ac- I
bars of this state's prisons for quire the professional morality I
this so-called crime, sire. It is that society rightly expects from '
who deal with human life
too delicate a subject to indulge
as
The opportunity to par- J
ego
So
complexes in.
your petty
your initial letter was annoying ticipate in a system which
but I thought its effect was suit- volves judgment by peers seems I
ably blunted by the presence of a logical step toward development •
the actual ASUCMC statement, not of professional maturity, self es- J
2 inches away on the same page, teem, and respect among class I
I
same issue. The distortion was members.
I
is
the
Much
made
of
harassmidget
there
for
a
mental
right
ment of the system (criticism
to figure out.
well deserved) and the injustice j
Not only that, but I heard a rumor that you had been led into the of punishing one driven to ' 'grasp I
task of stirring up some contro- the last straw" as he fears in- '.
versy. I disliked that explanation, undation of the system. The fact •
but I preferred it to the thought that is, however, that those most often J
there was an imbecile in the 4th found guilty of Honor Code vio- I
year dentistry class. But then lations are the "better students" '.
last issue you returned to joust and not those struggling upstream •
•
the windmill with-more garbage. against the current.
It is relatively simple to ' 'bend J
Sire, what am I to think?
Your troubled servant, Sancho ithe clinical arrow" without violat- 1
(For A.F. Boyne ) ing the 11th commandment as far '.
as having a faculty member catch I

j

we\do.

you.

Editor:
I address myself to Gene
Schacht. Several issues ago you
favored us with your criticisms of
the Marijuana policy adopted by the

Associated Student's Assembly.
Your criticisms were aimed at a
marijuana policy which existed
solely in your imagination. The
bulk of the ASUCMC statement detailed reasons why marijuana
should NOT be legalized; essen-.
tially that we don't know what the
hell it is. For the same reason,
we do not have grounds to use a i

'

in his final paragraph.
It is apparent that not every
student who enters Dental school
here has the proper understanding of professional morality and
ethics, hence the Honor Code.
the
Every freshman entering
School ofDentistry has both written
and verbal indoctrination in the
intent and purpose of the Honor
Code but apparently not all grasp
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Classmates, however, are;

rarely unaware when the bending;

Editor:
It seems that Mr, Fawcett is
not fully aware of the purposes
of the Honor code of the University of California School of Dentistry, It is distressing to find
that his comments, though some
were constructive, were apparently motivated by a destructive attitude as evident especially

Latter Day Don Quixote

in-!:

•

Honor System

ander, Director of Millberry
Union.
Robert C. Dietz
4th year Pharmacy

|

thosX

occurs. It may be distasteful foriJ
some to be involved in a system;'.
wherein a fellow classmate may;'
serve as a checkmate to a salved ;
conscience but it would seem that ;
a truly mature individual would J
welcome this constructive inter-

.•

�••

:

I

•
•
II•
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Dear Martin:
J
Although you haven't been gone long, we miss you very much.
There has been somewhat of a change in all of our lives, but j
knowing you, you would want us to hold our heads up high and con- j
tinue to weather the storm.
It seems that all the (you

J

knowwho)are jumping on the band wagon •
trying to tell us what a great person you are as if we have been j
blind, deaf and crazy all these years. Boyl it is really sickeningl :
A lot of what is going on today is because they are afraid, not 1
because you are a truly great man. Remember how some people j
."?This is •
are always saying, "Some of my best friends are
t
what 1 call a guilty conscience slogan.
Well Martin, I don't know whetherthesehuman beings have learned j
a lesson or not. For instance I have seen only one black news- '.
caster onT.V. speaking in your behalf, this goes to show you how little j
people have heard what you and many others have been saying. ;
Oh yeah, the "Great White Father" has declared a "National Day ,{
j
of Mourning" for you. Wasn't that "WHITE OF HIM"?
what '.
Now that you have turned the other cheek, the last cheek
now? Just what makes the black man so special that he has to give •
so much in order to be a free man? I haven't heard one legitimate »
reason why we have to be better than our brothers to be free. \
Martin it's really a heavy burden we are carrying. How can we '.
love our brothers if they work us to the bone and kick us in the |
face because we want to be free.
J
Guess whatl In some parts of the states there is burning and
looting, but the police are letting people get away with some of it. I J
think because it is better to destroy material things than human I
beings. So what you saw on the mountain top, there is a glimpse of, •
,J
here and there.
Coretta was on T.V. yesterday. She's taking it quite well. Don't
worry brother we won't let anything happen to her and the kids. If \
it does, boyl 1 will personally take care of the situation myself '.
(nonviolently of course).
J
Well brother Martin I won't detain you any longer, just thought J
you would like to be brought up to date on some of the happenings. ;
I know you received a warm welcome when you arrived at your j
;
destination. Just maintain your cool as always, you heah?
O yes, before I close, some have been quoting, "If you live by J
the sword, you shall die by the sword". lam wondering how do these J
people explain, "Turning the other cheek", and dying by the sword? '.
Also, just in case things don't get any better and I have to leave this I
;
place, I'll meet you on the corner of Peace and Love.
"KEEP THE COOL BABY" ;

..

.. .

•
•

ference.
The judicial committee is not •
Love
:
in the business of tampering with
Your Soul Brother, !
The
intent
mens' careers.
behind
Sandy D. Jones, Jr. j
every action the committee has
General Services J
taken, to my knowledge, (over the
last 3 years) has been to assist
students who have started on from within our profession or it
courses of questionable conduct may well come from without.Which
to reevaluate and change before is more palatable, Mr. Fawcett? Editor:
they do irrepairable harm to themLeslie J. Mclntyre
Expansion of the role of dental
selves.
Chairman, Judicial auxiliaries is a laudable effort to
Uniformity of judgment and enCommittee
increase dental manpower. Howforcement has been, is and probever, I believe more consideraably always will be difficult if not
tion should be given to two other
impossible to attain. Does Mr.
aspects of the dental profession;
Fawcett feel that uniformity of
the state board examination and
judgment and enforcement is de- Editor:
the current system of dental educreased by the fact that twelve of Congratulations to Mr. Darvey cation.
on
the stahis peers render the decisions for his objective report
Reciprocity between the state
rather than a single authoritarian tus of the Work-Study programI dental examining boards should be
There was one "typo," which actively sought.
faculty member?Committee memThis would probers and those who have reported originated in our office: our cur- vide for a more equitable and efinfractions of others have ap- rent operating level of expense is ficient distribution of dental manpeared as defendants before the $109,251 versus thereported $140, power.
Committee and all have received 967. In context this means we
Attention should be given to the
just as impartial treatment as were reduced to an amount to be improvement and reorganization
possible. It would seem apparent used over an entire year which of undergraduate dental education,
that judgment and enforcement un- exceeded by $2,439 our expendi- both the basic science —or didacder the Honor Code is far superior tures during the summer of 1966. tic portion and the clinical porto the alternatives. Neither thefac- Cheers.
tion.
It would be ea6y to launch into
ulty nor the administration has reConcerning the basic science
subject
a
an
emotional
tirade
on
the
jected or reversed Judicial comportion, the majority of graduate
mittee decision which demon- of recent Federal priorities in
programs leading to a Master's
strates their confidence in this legislating funds, but Mr. Dar- degree require a year of didactic
vey made his point on a factual basystem.
work, covering basically what
Society certainly will not con- sis and has publicly added his voice
should have been learned in the
tinue to grant monopolistic do- to those Who decry our nation's undergraduate
program. This is
main to a profession which can't ] sacrifice of "social progress and
a sad commentary on the level of
or won't clean its own house of un- i human dignity" for defense?
the basic science training of the
scrupulous and unethical prac- I general
practitioner.
Anne
titioners. The preparation to asHattam
E.
Concerning the clinical portion,
sume this responsibility should
Placement Officer
students are required to waste
Student Placement Unit
begin there as part of our trainvaluable time performing all the
office of the Dean of
ing. The responsibility for ethical
laboratory procedures for all the
and moral conduct had better come
Students

~

-

Dental Education

Work Study

—

—

(To page 3)
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Grad Student Newsletter
by Alan Boyne
President, Grad Student Association

A National Collegiate Primary
spring, is organized entirely by

By Ben Stolpa

It has been a recognized fact
that students enrolled in college,

as

—

a group, are among the

most politically aware segments
of our society. Perhaps never
again in their lives will these
college students experience such
a high level of political maturity

and interest. Yet, it is also a frequently lamented fact that the majority of these students, since they
are under voting age, are not offered the opportunity to express their
views in the voting booth. As James
R. Shepley, publisher of TIME
Magazine stated, "Vociferous sections of various student bodies,
thundering on the left or right
have made themselves heard frequently. But the entire student body
politic has never been able to
speak with a single voice."
In an effort to allow this large
and important, yet politically disenfranchised, group a means of expressing itself, TIME has agreed
to underwrite the expense of a
National Collegiate Presidential
Primary, (NCPP). The NCPP,
which was named CHOICE '68
by its Student Board of directors
and which will be held during the

—

P.M. Voting areas will be located
this student group, and all de- in the Millberry Union Lobby, the
cisions as to participation, ballots, Medical Sciences Lobby, and near
voting procedures, etc., are made the elevators between HSE and
by this student board. It is imporHSW.
tant to keep this in mind, as
It is hoped that all of us on this
campus will take advantage of the
there Is NO CONNECTION between any editorial position of opportunity to speak up publicly
on these important issues. A large
TIME and CHOICE '68.
The members on the Board of vote will be a sign of the political
Directors of CHOICE '68 were maturity, interest, and responchosen from student leaders from sibility of students in general,
all over the United States. Among not merely of an active, but small
the schools from which the direc- group.
tors were picked are the University of California (Berkeley), Yale,
University of Wisconsin, University of Texas, and Michigan State
University.
The key criterion of eligibility
to vote will be current enrollment in a college or university.

The ballot will contain the names
of those who have been seriously
proposed for candidacy for the
1968 presidential election, and it
will also contain certain national
issues to be selected by the Student Board of Directors. No age
limit has been set in this election.
CHOICE '68 will be held on
Monday, April 22, with polling stations open from 11 A.M. until 1

LETTERS TO EDITOR
From page 2

clinical procedures they underlaboratory procedures
take
which, in most cases, after graduation will be relegated to a laboratory technician. Not only this,
but they are required to perform
these procedures with a degree
of neatness which is not necessary for the clinical success of
the appliance, prosthetic device,
or restoration which they are fab-

—

Zakheim Frescoes

New Editor
To Be Chosen
The

next regularly scheduled

SYNAPSE staff meeting will be
held Tuesday, April 30, at 5:30.
At this time the Editor and Managing Editor for next year will be
discussed. The position of Managing Editor primarily is concerned with advertising in the SYNAPSE, and it along with the Editorship will be salaried through the
summer as well as next year.
Anyone in the campus community who is interested in holding
either of these paid positions or
in working on the SYNAPSE in any
capacity, please contact Jim McNamara or any other member of the
SYNAPSE Editorial Staff.

of Beverly R. Gole (1829-1901;
who had been Dean of the Medical
School, and later president of the
"Affiliated Colleges," the location
for which on Parnassus he had
obtained in cooperation with Adolph Sutro, then mayor of San Francisco. Cole was President of the
American Medical Association in
1896 and 1897, when the original
ricating.
4 buildings of the "Affiliated Colleges" were built and dedicated on
I certainly do not advocate that
Parnassus.
all laboratory experience be abolBernard Zakheimdecided to conished, but I think that the requiretrast
the irrational superstitious
drastically
be
reduced.
ment can
and highly emotional approach to
The time thus saved can be used
sickness and health which had
to train dentists to do those things
been characteristic of medicine
which they should be qualified to
for so many centuries with the
do, so that we will cease to gradmore direct, cool and clearcut
incapable
of
all
uate practitioners
straight line scientific approach
but the simplest oral surgery, encharacteristic of our times.
dodontics, prosthetics, periodonThe account given by Nathan and
tics, and orthodontics.
Matthew Zakheim, thetalentedsons
of Bernard Zakheim, is particularThis may tend to reduce the
ly interesting from the standpoint
fragmentation of the profession
of saving these two interesting
into numerous specialties. We will
panels and having them restored
not lose to the ranks of the specin the lobby of the Health Sciences
ialists numerous men well qualiWest Tower. The people in the
fied in the field of general den"scientific" medicine panel were
tistry, where they are sorely needon the faculty at the time the
ed.
frescoes were being prepared.
Capt. Richard W. Blass
Water color sketches were made
of many of them, and these were
Fort Walters, Texas
shown at the time of dedication of
from ADA Journal)
the frescoes in 1937, in a public
exhibit, which was the first art
show ever to be given on our
The Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and ■ campus. The exhibit was in the old
I discussion of not only that which appears in this newspaper, but also i Pharmacology Laboratory, which
j of any topic of interest to the Medical Center community. The ex- » was on the top floor of theMedical
; change of ideas and'viewpoints is vital to the existence of a balanced, J School building on the East side
• representative, and stimulating newspaper.
opposite Cole Hall.
Please address any "Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAPSE, [
It may be interesting to identify.
3
! Central Desk, first floor of Millberry Union.
(To page 19)
Editor:
1 am writing to add a bit to
"The Tale of the Zakheim frescoes" which was so interesting a
feature of your April 8 issue. These
frescoes are attracting wide attention. The panelrepresenting the
development of rational medicine
is to appear on the front cover
of the issue of the Journal of
American Medical Association,
which will contain the programfor
the June meeting of the American
Medical Association in San Francisco.
It was Dr. Isabella Perry, in
1935, who suggested that we might
obtain funds from the Public Work
Administration for some art work
around our campus. At the time,
during the midst of the great Depression, there was little artistic
activity around our campus. We
were developing the humanities,
particularly through an effort in
the History and Philosophy of the
Health Professions.
We were able to secure the interest of the PWA and arranged
with Bernard Zakheim, the brilliant and then young pupil of Diego
Rivera, to attempt fresco decoration on the blank walls of the
large auditorium on the top floor
of the old yellow brick Medical
School building. This auditorium
had been named Cole Hall in honor

i

i

--B
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THE GOOD OLD LIBRARY SITUATION

The importance of returning reserved books has resulted in a no
discrimination fining policy in the Reserve Book Room. Several
faculty members have actually paid fines. The importance of the rest
of the library must one day result in extension of the policy. These
phrases have acquired a prayer-like quality, so I'll close with Amen.
I attended a wedding, not very long ago, at which Howard Kutchai
was heard to remark that "All GreatWhite Virgins look like that." It
has since become apparent to me that the "Great White" concept
underlies several fairly pervasive problems around us. For instance,
it dramatizes the troubles that we and the Associated Students have
had oyer two years of attempted negotiation with the Senate and its
committees. The Great White Faculty members do not wish to be
soiled by involvement with dirty rat students at the level of the Holy
Grail Club. This is a simplified abstraction to which there are individual exceptions, but remember that I am trying to describe an abstract atmosphere which has resisted us for several years now.
As for knowing what the Library Committee discusses, lam
afraid that Mike Missakian and myself are still at the ' 'ear to the
keyhole" stage. There are rumours that a breakthrough may occur and
that it would be facilitated if I refrained from any Stokeley Carmichael actions. So I won't say any more until I go out of office.

ELECTION TIME
Article IV, Section I, of our constitution says that during the first
week of May the various Academic Departments will be called upon
to elect representatives for the new council. Since you will shortly
be so called upon, I thought I should mention what the representatives might have to do. The first possibility is that he or she may be
elected President, Treasurer, or Secretary. Therefore, in choosing
your representatives please include someone who can put up a good
front, someone who can figure odds, and someone who can read and
write.

In a more serious vein, the Council will also be sending two representatives to the Millberry Union Board of Governors and one to
the Associated Students Assembly. An active graduate student is
capable of exerting considerable influence against thedead weight conservatives that abound on our campus. So I hope you don't choose a
dead weight conservative to represent you.

WHERE HAS ALL THE MONEY GONE?
I have been alluding to the steadily decreasing state of our treasury. The situation is serious now since we have not made a profit out
of a party within living memory, and the last one was no exception.
A further aggravating factor hasbeen the elimination of previous support funds which were designed to get the organization going. Now
that we are going we have to keep it that way and it needs money.
I could leave the problem to the incoming council and expect them to
devise fund raising campaigns. However, the necessity for this would
probably render them incapable of any other activity during the year.
I therefore propose to institute a membership fee to give the association some solid, continuing and independent support in future years.
The amount will be 35£ per quarter for the fall, winter and spring
quarters. I trust that the need for and worth of an Association
amongst the graduate students is sufficiently evident that a majority
of you will be willing to support it to the extent of 35£ per quarter. The
Dental and Medical Schools have already organized along these Lines.
Campus regulations governing student organizations are fairly
explicit about how this is to be done: the affected students have to
be polled on the Issue of compulsory membership in the Graduate
Students Association. If 51% of the eligible students vote and a 2/3
majority are in favour, then the membership fee will go into effect.
The voting will be conducted by the Department representatives in
theweek of April 22-26. Each graduate student will receive a voting
slip to be marked yes or no, and the representative will receive the
votes in a box, checking off the name of the people returning votes.
Counting will be done by the full council and any interested party at
5:00 p.m. Friday, April 26. Any questions can be directed to your
department representatives or me at Ext. 7376. It is worth noting
that the money collected in this manner is free of Regents' control.

GRADUATION BANQUET

Again owing to the disappearance of support money, the banquet
is being planned with an eye to the final cost of the ticket. There will
be no guest dinners this year since the guests are probably better
able to pay for themselves than anyone else. We will be utilizing the
Millberry Union. Food service quality has goneup considerably under
the new manager, Mr. Spillane. The Beer Bar should be functional
at that time (since ir has been approved by the Regents) and that
should provide a cheaper opportunity to booze with the faculty than

Fisherman's Wharf would permit.

GRADUATE ACADEMY
I approached many of you with an offer of a weekend in Santa Cruz
(To page 19)
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REFLECTIONS ON THE AMERICAN POLITICAL CONTEXT

Scholar

by Dave Bomar

In at least one important sense, however, noninvolvement is a
positive virtue. To be noninvolved is to bear living witness that
politics is not, in Professor Jeffrey Hart's word, "the ultimate
category." Those who believe that politics is not the ultimate
category would rather listen to a Beethoven scherzo, read THE
SCREWTAPE LETTERS, or look at the stars through a homemade
telescope. These people believe in a fixed hierarchy of values, which
hierarchy does not include excessive political involvement. It is
doubtful that a dispassionate analysis would indicatethat most people
should enthusiastically take up the practice of politics. More than
likely, they will enter political arenas only in self-defense.

waging fast and
This being an election year, political battles are
the more imexamine
a
few
of
to
furious. In this article I propose
political context. My
American
comprise
the
parameters
which
portant
that of
treatment is not intended to be comprehensive, and my bias is
political realism.

PUBLIC OPINION

Perhaps the greatest shibboleth at any level of politics, today, is
are
public opinion, the great pseudo-god to whichcandidate and party
obis
an
opinion
conceived,
Rightly
public
homage.
to
expected
pay
jective and statistically valid measurement of the feelings of crossare
section of a given political constituency. Such measurements
routinely carried out by research institutes (e.g. Pepperdine or
Stanford) and by public relations firms (e.g. F. Clifton White & Associates; Lee Edwards and Associates; Spencer-Roberts and Hafner).
In order to maintain a satisfied clientele these organizations go to
great efforts in order to accurately determine the predilections of a
constituency. Their results are, of course, not available for public
consumption. Obviously, the candidates pay attention.

THE RATING OF CONGRESSMEN

Although most people have a fundamental distrust of politicians in
general, one is forced to admit that theyplay an indispensable role in
maintaining the free society. Since the free societymust necessarily
be pluralistic, it is inevitable that sooner or later opposing interests
are going to come into conflict. Part of this conflict is resolved by
virtue of the fact that a great deal ofhuman activity in the free
society is not subject to governmental regulation. Much of this
conflict must, however, be resolved on the political battlefield. At
times it is difficult to follow the part of any given congressman in

In contrast, the general public is blessed with such as the California Poll, the Harris Poll, and the Gallup Poll: "How do you think
is
the President is handling his job?" Probably at no point in time
over 50% of the population happy with the President. There are just
too many issues that affect the voter. And whether or not a person
is satisfied with the President's performance, he will tend to vote
a straight party ticket.

Newspapers can hardly claim to represent public opinion in the
stories that they run. Every other day or so, the CHRONICLE dutifully publishes an article about the anti-Ronald Reagan Republican
Presidential Delegation from California. In terms of actual Republican opinion, however, this alleged delegation rates very low. In
short, Reagan has the California, delegation locked up.

Finally, a comment on the QUALITY of opinion is in order. DOXA
and EPISTOME are two words not int the vocabulary of the casual
sampler of opinion. DOXA is the opinion of the person who possesses
no especial qualifications to speak on any particular subject.
EPISTOME is the carefully-considered opinion of an authority in
the area under discussion. Thus, the man on the street and the
economist are likely to have two different answers to the question
of whether governmental spending should be increased or decreased
this year or why a particular fiscal policy should be pursued.
And certainly the House Ways and Means Committee is going to
assign different relative weights to the opinions of these two persons.

The three persons to whom I refer are exceptions rather than the
rule, for no representative of a pluralistic constituency can afford
to be a paradigm of ideological purity. The candidate's platform
must have a little for everyone. Although no member of a constituency might be totally in agreement with a certain bill, the bill
must be such tht all parties can live with it. The ability to hammer
out workable compromises between dichotomous interests is perhaps the congressman's most valuable function in terms of preserving order.

It is important that the critical observer attempt to differentiate
between these two types of opinion.

THE IDEA OF INVOLVEMENT
A characteristic often observed in Americans is their conscious
and unconscious aversion to political activism. In general, people wish
to be left alone," there being sufficient content to the non-governmental sphere to more than occupy a person's time.
In contrast to this distinctly American trait stand the vocal commentators who forever warn us that unless everyone begins to take
an active interest in social problems, society is going to explode. If
this be the case, then my suggestion is to construct a well-insulated
blast shelter, for as Professor J. E. Pournele of Pepperdine says,
"People do not listen to commentators and philosophers. They pay
attention to the forces that impinge upon them personally." Realistically, one must admit that political attitudes are slow to change.

INSURE BY PHONE-COMPETITIVE
LOW COST PLANS QUALITY COMPANIES
phone

-

434-0550

AGENCY INSURANCE MART

17DRUMMST.,S.F.

U.C. REP.
A.J.CATALU

Appointed
Hibbard E. Williams, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine at
the University of California San

Francisco Medical Center wasrecently appointed a Markle Scholar
in Academic Medicine. Announcement of the Markle Scholars for
1968 was made by John M. Russel, President of the John and
Mary R. Markle Foundation of
New York. Dr. Williams is one of
25 young scientists in the United
States and Canada to receive the
five year grant that carries an
annual stipend of $6,000. He was
the only one named on the West
Coast.
Dr. Williams, a graduate ofCornell University, has been a member of the faculty at

U.C.

since

these battles, but there is one sure means to evaluate the outcome, 1965. As Permanent Chief of the
and that is to examine the person's voting record.
"Emergency Ward, he teaches medical students and residents on that
In order to assist special interest groups primarily, three imservice throughout the year. He is
portant organizations keep very close tabs on congressmen's voting. recognized as one of the authoriThese are the Americans for Democratic Action (A.D.A.-no relation ties in this country of genetic disto American Dental Association), the Americans for Constitutional orders relating to glucose meAction (A.C.A.), and the Council on Political Education of the A.F. of tabolism, particularly those charL. C.1.0. (C.0.P.E.). Each of these organizations examines pending acterized by glycogen storage dislegislation vis-a-vis a certain value context and then makes it ease. He is continuing to work on
known in political circles which vote (i.e. "yea" or "nay") enhances hereditary diseases of children
the particular value context. Monthly or quarterly, reports of inthat are associated with kidney
dividual voting records are made available. These are expressed as a stones and liver disease.
percentage. If Representative X votes in a manner consistent with
the values of, say, ADA on three bills out of five. X's voting record
The Markle Foundation estabis assessed at 60%.
lished in 1927 by John Markle, a
Pennysylvania coal mine operThe value context of the ADA is that of welfare state liberalism, ator, has given the Scholar grants
with its ancillary values of political centralizaton, plebiscitary
annually since 1948. Purpose of
democratism, and egalitarianism. Thus, Senator Eugene McCarthy the grants is to relieve faculty
will have an ADA rating of around 90%. The values of the ACA, AU shortage in medicalschools by givCONTRAIRE, is in line with the U. S. Constitution as intended by the ing financial aid to young scienFounding Fathers, which means that ACA supports States' Rights tists during their early careers so
better called territorial democracy) and Congressional pre-emthey will be able to continue in
inence. By this token Representative James Utt of Orange and San academic medicine.
Diego Counties is rated 100%. COPE's standard of political good is
Dr. Williams also holds a fivethat which increases the power of organized labor. Therefore, year Career Development Award
Senator Vance Hartke of Indiana will rate about 90%, as he repthat was given him last year by
resents agreas that have a large industrial and union concentration. the United States Public Health

This is not to say that such a poll is worthless, but they can be inaccurate as well as accurate. In the 1948 Presidential elections only
one pollster, a little-known person by the name of Louis Bean, expected Truman to win ("To err, is Truman."). Moreover, there is
a disparity between polls such that nearly every candidate can sub
stantiate the claim that his popularity increased manyfold the preceding week.

AUTO INSORANCE SHOPPING???
SAVE TIME & MONEY
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Service.

Williams Is a resident of Sausalito, where he lives with his
wife, Karin, and their two children Robin and Hans.
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JUNIOR DIRECTOR'S REPORT
By Robert A. Alexander
D.H. NEWS

Alexander To Lead
International Association
During their 45th annual conference held April 7-10 at Chicago's Sheraton Chicago Hotel,
delegates elected Robert A. Alexander, Millberry Union Director

At about this point

-

since 1957, to the post of President-Elect of the Association of
College Unions
International.

-

Alexander will assume the organization's presidency when the
group stages its 1969 Conference
in Denver, Colorado next Spring.
During his term as President
Elect, Millberry's Director will be
responsible for coordinating the
efforts of the association's standing committees. Alexander's election caps off a professional college union career spanning almost
two decades. His first involvement
with unions came in 1949, when,
as an undergraduate student, he
became active in the activities
program of the Ulini Union at the
University of Illinois. In 1951,
he became a student member of that
Union's Board of Governors. In
the Spring of 1952, and prior to
his graduation, Alexander accepted a half-time appointment in the
Illini Union Program Department
• under the late Irene Pierson Priebe, regarded as an important "pioneer" in the college union movement in the United States.
Mr. Alexander remained at Illinois until 1955 when he accepted
a position as assistant to the Director at Kansas State University in Manhattan, Kansas. During his two year stay there, he
assisted in the opening of the
new X
State Union, one of the
most outstanding facilities in that
particular section of the country.
On October 1, 1967, Alexander
assumed the position of Director of
the (then) new Guy S. Millberry
Union. Opened in September of
1958, the 410,000 square food
structure was destined to have a
far-reaching effect in terms of
student life at U.C.s Medical
Center in San Francisco. At the
time of his appointment, and at
age 27, Alexander was one of
the youngest Union Directors in

-

-

ROBERT ALEXANDER
all of the United States.
Long active in the affairs of
the A.C.U.-1., Alexander has held
a number of key posts beginning
with a three-year term as Regional Representative from 1961 to
1964. In 1965, he served as Host
Director when the College Union
Association met in San Francisco.
In 1967 he served as Vice-President in charge of Conference planning, fully responsible for the
A.C.U.-fs 44th annual gathering
held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Married and the father of three
children, Mr. Alexander has also
been active in a broad assortment
of community affairs in his local
community of Mill Valley. He has
served as President of a local
neighborhood Improvement Association, two terms as President
of the local Little League Baseball Program, and has been active in community, Cub and Boy
Scout activities. In 1962, his alma
mater honored him with a special
merit award for tendering noteable service to the University within fifteen years after leaving the
campus.
When Alexander assumes the
presidency of the Association of
College Unions
International
one year from now, he will become the first president of that
organization to represent a campus
of the University of California.

—
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quarter, one starts thinking about
the END of it, and the forthcoming summer "rehabilitation"." But
for now, concentrated efforts are
pressured upon studying in hopes
to equalize the faltering G.P.A.
of last quarter.
More interesting things are also
popping up this spring, though.
April 22 marks the day for the
California Dental Association
State Convention, to be held at
the Sir Francis Drake, San Francisco. O.H. students will be dismissed from clinic to attend. It
should be a rewarding intake of
ideas, especially when we are at
a point where we can comprehend
and appreciate the pool of table
clinics and materials as presented
by dentists and dental hygienists
from all over the state.
The table clinic, as presented
by the Jr. D.H. class, is entitled
"The How's and Why's of Oral
Supplementary Aids." About

j National

At their next-to-last meeting of the 1967-68 academic year, the=
Union Board of Governors took actions on a num-S
important issues, including the following:
II

= Guy S. Milberry
in the third =ber of

| UNION MEMBERSHIP FEES

The Board reviewed a report of the Union Fee Study Committees
■ which proposes gradual increases in the Union fee over a ten-year
Speriod. The attempt here is to plot a fee increase curve that wills
5 identically parallel the inflationary spiral curve. It is expected thatS
=jthe fee question will be brought to a vote at the Board's final meet-S
Sing scheduled to be held on 23 May.
|MILBERRY HOFBRAU
r; Reporting on behalf of ASUCMC prexy Denis Michaud, Vice-=j
President Pat Brothers indicated that a license application is beings
and that in the very near future, the application—plus=
=an application fee—will be transmitted to the appropriate office ins
§
SSacramento.
|DIRECTOR'S REPORT
|
H In his regular progress report to the Board, Union Director Ro-=
libert A. Alexander made these announcements:
f| —Mr. Don Holt, Union Finance Manager for the past 19 months,■
Shas resigned and willre-enter the private investments business. S
I —The Union's new color television set should be in place (in theS
5
SMain Lounge) before the end of the month of April.
—The project to install a view window in the Madrone Room has|j
j§been abandoned for reason of insufficient funds.
|j
I --Construction of the Union Bookstore addition will begin mo-=

=

=

=

=

2

=mentarily.

Alumni Association has generously purchased—B
Sfor the Union—a five-year subscription to the Saturday Review of=

■ —The Medical

5

IJLiterature.

=

—Financial considerations are such that the 1968Medi-Cal(Year-=
the first price increase in=
=.book) will sell for $6.50 per copy
HOSPITAL
=the book for at least ten years.
OF OFFICERS
§
■ Due to the late hour (the Board meeting did not adjourn until=
=11:00 p.m., after convening at 7:00 p.m.) agreement was reachedS
=|
Sto
defer nominations until the May 23 meeting.
be
twelve girls will
involved in
USE
PRIVILEGES
|EMPLOYEE
demonstrating interdental stim3 The Board voted unanimously to extend—for two additional hours—
ulators and cleansing devices to
gjthose times on Mondays and Fridays when campus non-academic emthe professional audience.
are allowed to use the swimming pool.
■
Sployees
The Spring Holiday, May 3, will
3 The Board's final meeting of the year is always especially sig-=
be an equally rewarding day. Since
=nlficant In that its regular actions must "stand" for some fivejs
we're off on Thursday afternoons,
the first meeting of each new year is not normally held=
be
to
planning
go =months, i.e.
many girls will
Suntil
late October. Accordingly, any Union member having an item or=.
home for a 4-1/2 day weekend, or
sitems for Board consideration should transmit the item(s) to his
they will be getting ready for the
representative. If you don't know who represents you (and
=Board
May 4 Dental School's Silver and
Syou should), please call Mrs. Ruth Winters in the Director's Office,l
Gold Ball (named for the restoraSExtension 2541.
tive materials?) —well, it should
iillllllNlllllllllUllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllif.be a nice evening for a semithe
the
Fairmont. By
formal at
way, prospective bid buyers should
purchase theirs by April 29 from
respective class holders.
An endeavor of April 3 was a
doughnut sale of thirty dozen
tempting assortment of the "dough
Elmer Ng, M.D., Associate Pro- He completed his internship and
with a hole," to establish funds
fessor
of Radiology at the Univer- residencies at the University of
for sending delegates to the ADA
sity
of
California San Francisco Minnesota Hospital, the Veterans
National Convention in Miami,
Medical Center, was drowned Administration Hospital in DearFlorida, next fall.
his small boat born, Michigan, and the UniverNew agenda includes our class March 20th when
San Francisco Bay. sity of California Hospitals, San
in
capsized
serious
entertainment
providing
Ng, who had been a faculty Francisco.
for the traditional Pinning Cere- Dr.
Dr. Ng's membership in prosince 1954, was considmember
mony for the graduating Sr. D.H.s,
organizations included
his
to
be
an
fessional
colleagues
ered
by
on June 7. This ceremony signithe California Medical Associaoutstanding
radiologist
diagand
fies the graduation of the Dental
and a devoted teacher. tion, Radiological Society of North
Hygiene Class of 1968 from the nostician
native
of Oakland, California, America, American College ofRaA
UC School of Dentistry, with the
was
a graduate of the diology, and the California RadioNg
Dr.
and
presentation of the school pin
Berkeley, ological Society.
California,
of
University
a purple band for the uniform cap.
degree
received
his
medical
Dr. Ng is survived by his widow,
and
for
Also, elections were held
the University's School of Minnie, and four children, all of
from
class officers for 1968-69. The
Medicine, San Francisco, in 1946. Redwood City, California,
officers-elect are: President
Mary Scott, President of JADHA
Peggy Walsh, Vice President
Karin Kratzer, Secretary-Treasurer
Laura Latimer, Social
Where can you see faculty members clad in rejuvenated 1950 forChairman
Carol Esser, Pub
Historian
mats
and dental students in psychedelic lab coats? At the premiere
licity
Heer,
Jeanette
showing of "The Great Physiological Mesial Drift"?— No, but you
—Sandy Bushmaker.
That about covers the D.H. news might be able to if you looked in on the 33rd Annual Silver and Gold
Ball given on May 4th in the Gold Room of the Fairmont Hotel.
from this class, except that variundergoing
now
All faculty, students, and employees of the dental school are inous patients are
vited to dine on Sirloin of Beef and dance to the music of Nick Jorour ministrations, and we constantly educate them that it's "for dan and his orchestra. Cocktails will be served starting at 7:00 p.m.
'
their own good." So we'll carry and dinner at 8:30 p.m.
bought
Bids
be
from
class representatives before April 29th.
may
on scaling

WEEK
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=
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=
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Dr. Ng Killed
In Boating Mishap

—

——
—

—
—

A Nite at the Fairmont

!

"THE CHRISTIAN SOCIAL-ACTION MATERIEL HAS ARRIVED."

|

I
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Why

Is April 26th Coming?

Fifth Quarter Highlight

Submitted by Concerned Students

third
April 26th will
world unity in repugnance of the Vietnamese calamity and racism in the United States. Campuses
throughout Europe, America and Japan will be organizing demonstrations and personal educational
programs. These will be aimed both at demonstrating Academic concern to the outside world
and at examining our own complicity and on-going
stake in the dehumanization, escalation of violence
and racist activity in each of our campuses.
The events of 1968 are showing us clearly that
the point of no return is drawing closer, and at a
more rapid rate than ever imagined. The need for
a social revolution is being spoken of across the
nation. The drum beats of a precarious destiny
are raising hackles on more and more of the
citizenry. THE TIME IS NOW.
We are in a Medical Center of the University
of California. University rules forbid us to strike.
There we are going to demonstrate our sympathy
for this International Political Reaction to the
social lunacy which has dragged us voluntarily or
involuntarily to the brink of the final disaster.
Since the assassination of Martin Luther King,
witness a demonstration of

Jr., it is easier to see the Vietnamese war as a
symptom of the divorce from responsibility which
has invaded every aspect of our daily lives. Our
social structures are too big to blame one man for
their failures. Yet no individual feels any weight
of the responsibility. So napalm was invented,
industrially xploited, militarized, packed in those
sweet little containers and dropped on gooks. And
no one was responsible. We cannot be content to
leave the blame with Johnson and Rusk; we must

look at ourselves.
Consider our High Schools. Approval of the war
is ingrained in our school structures and it distorts each potential social unit for the worse. The
biggest Hawks are the 18 year olds who "can't
wait to get in." We must oppose war indoctrination in our high schools. We must oppose the
draft that leaves them no psychological room to
make a free decision of what is right and wrong.
RACISM
If anything brings out the need for individual
shouldering of responsibility, it is this crime.
King painted us an oil portrait of our times. How
many Negroes are there in OUR dental and nursing
schools? The explanations would doubtless fill
volumes. But you and I know that explanations are
red herrings held up to disguise the fact that we
have never committed ourselves to meet and surmount the problems involved. We weren't respopsible for correcting a deficiency on the part of
this race or that race (especially when we contrived that deficiency). "I believe in free enterprise, rising from errand boy to dentist all on
your own." We are lying to ourselves. THE TIME
IS NOW.
The time is April 26th. The time was before
Rome burned. The time is before Gabriel blows

that final horn.
You and I can no longer afford the day when we
do not have control of the direction of our own
lives. We must begin living closer to our own
ideals. On the 26th of April, we will live our ideals.
Modern warfare technology has to a large extent been developed through co-operation of American universities
Yes, here we go again, same
drag. But let's face it this time. Let's see what
we can grab within reach of our own hands. In order to know what you and I are responsible for in

.

. .

YOSHIDA'S
PICTURE FRAMING
by a
Japanese Craftsman

715 IRVING STREET

9 a.m.

6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

(Between Bth & 9th Avenue)

Telephone: 664-2830
Satoshi Yoshida

On Sunday, March 31, Drs. Rich- stration on quadrant amalgam and
ard Klein and Ralph O'Connor gold foil technique;
ing that:
Thursday, April 25: Dr. Robert
presented their FIFTH QUARTER
Brlgante, "Practical Denture
1) the UCMC investigate and report to allof us
program "Organization and Manin the Medical Center on the number of projects agement of the Modern Dental Prosthesis for the General Praccarried on here related to chemical and biological Practice" before 165 Interested titioner";
Saturday, May 11: Dr. Subtelny
warfare and to clarify contracts with the Defense students of the dental professions.
Department. This should identify the source of The audience, composed of Junior will present a program on thecleft
responsibility but considerable prying might be and Senior dental students and palate problem oriented toward
necessary. It may be nobody again; another way of wives, dental hygiene students, and Curriculum II students;
Saturday, May 11: Dr. Dyer,
saying, you and I
students from several Bay Area
2) Correct our conspiracy of silence on chemischools of dental nursing, were "Occlusal Equilibration and TMJ
cal and biological weaponry; the effects of napalm informed as to how "Big Daddy" Problems";
Tuesday, May 14: Dr. Funt,
and mace. This is well within the social health could run his dental practice efprogram.
fectively. The program was one of "Orthodontic Practice Management";
3) Explain to students the current status of the highlights of the FIFTH QUARUniversity cooperation with the Selective Service TER series this year.
Thursday, May 23: Dr. Krol,
System. After students determine what they wish
Other FIFTH QUARTER pro- "Partial Denture Prosthesis."
University officials to do with respect to the draft, grams this quarter will be:
There will also be office tours.
give cooperation to implement the student desires.
Saturday, April 20: Dr. Charles Watch for sign-up sheets.
Bill Comport
This as a formal policy.
Stebner will give a TV demon4) Investigate the Dental School. This is no joke,
it is paramount
Free speech is allowing me
to write what must seem eminently repressible to
those who wish to do nothing but support their local police. Sorry, Local Police. Such freedom does
not appear to exist in the dental school. Dental
students report a sort of totalitarian state within
which they fear repression through an influence
Barbara Squires employed by she transferred to San Francisco
on their grades and/or dental preparations. The
Millberry Union's Operation De- State College where she graduated
structure of dental training is in part responsible
for the multitude of areas wherein an instructor's partment last August, temporarily in Humanities in 1966.
Last year was spent in Frankdislike of the color of your trousers (literally) is replacing Milanna Nickliss as
furt
Program
again, this time as a secreCo-ordlnator
for
Milldo
will
you harm. This structure may c essentary for
U.S. Army American
tial to the training; the particular character of the berry Union.
Youth Activities concerned with
instructor which leads our dental students to shut
Born in 1943in Dayton, Ohio, she recreational programs for the 10,
their mouths out of pure fear is not essential.
What does the dental faculty think of a secret ballot spent the majority of her school 000 Americans dependents stadays in Bethesda, Maryland. Three tioned in the Frankfurt area.
opinion analysis by the dental students?
of these years however, were spent
Her new responsibilities now
PROGRAM FOR THE 26TH
in the U.S. Army High School in include programming the series of
On this day of protest, it is not enough to ask
Frankfurt, Germany. During this 6 Meridian West noon concerts
students and faculty to simply abandon their edutime she had already expressed during the Quarter, the Millberry
cation for the day—this too, connotes a lack of
interest in studentactivities where Union art exhibits, organizing the
responsibility and a lack of commitment. Rather,
she was president of the Student evening art and guitar classes
we see this day as a start toward responsible
Government Association. After 2 as well as Millberry Singers, and
commitment. This involves educating ourselves on
years at the University of Mary- acting as advisor to student activithe poignant issues of this day and our relationland where she was a member of ties such as the Public Affairs
ships to them. We see these areas as: I)WAR
(biochemical warfare and draft resistance), 2) Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority, and Committee, Film Committee, and
active in other campus programs, Medi-Cal.
RACISM, 3) THE NON-ECONOMICS OF HEALTH
FOR THE NON-ECONOMIC GROUPS, 4)STUDENT
INVOLVEMENT. These subjects will be dealt with
in morning and afternoon workshops.
This day is also a day of dialogue, to discuss
our differences. Such dialogue will be encouraged
in the NOON OPEN FORUM, outside thebookstore.
The FORUM is to be followed by a silent demonstration MARCH.
The week of the 26th will be filled with activities to help inform and educate the campus in the
importance of such a demonstration. We want you
He's moved his skin-diving school to a
to help us. We want comment, love, hate and most
of all responsibility. This demonstration will show
new location in San Mateo.
the line of bondage that ties us to the students of
the world in our attempt to deal with this world.
this Medical Center, we can ask, and keep on ask-

...

Barbara Squires

Acting Program Coordinator

WHERE IN THE WORLD
ISEDBRAWLEY?
WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT IT?

Buy Your

Medi-CAL Now!
FIFTH AVENUE

His chalet-style shop is just 20 minutes from San
Francisco on U.S. 101. Unlimited parking —no
more space race. Heated pool can be used anytime of day. The same quality equipment to buy
or rent . . . air to spare. Experienced Scuba instructors. Follow-up ocean courses.

Call DID-DIVE (343-3483) or come to
514 SO. BAYSHORE BLVD.
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Elections
ASUCMC
The
Candidates

ASUCMC President-Barbara Britts, Nursing II

Operation Crossroads Africa, Chicago Student Health Project,
Medical Committee for Human Rights, Citizens for Independent Political Action, Executive Board of William C. Fleming Open House,
Board of Governors, Recorps, Coro Foundation Program.

ASUCMC Vice President-Russell Buss, Medicine II
Graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the University of California, Berkeley, with a major in physiology. Over the past few years he has
been interested in politics, having participated in the FSM, Scheer
campaign

and numerous anti-war activities.

THE PLATFORM

It was our purpose, in developing the following platform and run-

ning for the office of president and vice-president of the ASUCMC,
to offer this campus a choice. Unfortunately, there is no formal
opposition. Therefore, we request that the campus considers the
platform, rather than the candidates, and makes the choice to support the platform, or oppose it. If the student body supports the
platform, we will do our utmost to implement It. If the student
body opposes the platform, we suggest a referendum to elect
alternate ASUCMC officers.

The philosophy of our platform can be summed up in two principles:

:

1) That health- "a state of complete physical, mental and social
well-being"(WHO) is intimately related to many social and political issues such as war and racism;
2) That people should have a voice in making decisions which
directly affect their lives.

-

Education

Applied to education on the UCMC campus, the first principle
means that the education of future health professionals at UCMC
should be geared to making them responsive to the total needs of the
patient and to those social and political issues which are directly
related to the well-being of individuals and of society. The second
principle means that students should have voting membership on
affect
those faculty committees which make decisions which directly
decisions
which
deal
especially
those
those
students,
the lives of
with curriculum and Academic policy. Specifically with regard to

education, we propose:
1) a pass-fail grading system should be instituted within the
professional school curricula on this campus because the system
which evaluates students by giving their work letter grades runs contrary to the basic philosophy of professional education by: a) emphasizing the absorption of minutiae, rather than learning ofbroad
concepts of basic material, b) focusing the student on his own needs
as he competes with fellow students thereby narrowing his perspective and his awareness of the world around him, c) maintaining
the authoritarian framework of the teacher-student relationship and
forcing the instructor to relate to students in didactic manner rather
than sharing his knowledge with students who are actively participating in the learning process. We propose that a system of comprehensive, personal evaluation of students by instructors could
replace the letter grading system, foster closer instructor-student
relationships, and still provide an efficient adequate scale of
evaluation for selection of internships, graduate schools, etc.
2) The curricula of the schools on this campus should have a more
broadly based foundation in the social sciences, and the humanities,
including philosophy, psychology and sociology. Courses in these
subjects should be offered to all students on the campus in order
to: a) Increase individual self-awareness, b) increase sensitivity of
students to other human beings, c) create a critical perspective in
viewing the social system (the health care system) and the world
to which they must relate as health professionals-all of which would
make them better health practitioners.
3. There should be more elective time within the curricula of the
schools on campus and students should have the major control over
the use of elective time. They should be involved in the development
of standardized elective courses, but should also have the opportunity to make their own elective time a time in which they can more
fully develop their own clinical Interests and abilities.
into
4. More interdisciplinary courses should be incorporated
courses
Interdisciplinary
the curricula of the schools on campus.
foster communication between students in healthprofessional schools
professionals
that Is necessary if we are ever to fill the gap between
and
awareness
of the
understanding
Deeper
in the health fields today.
cooperation
fosters
professionals
and
skills
of
other
backgrounds
that enables better total patient care. Further, giving basic courses
time
in interdisciplinary settings wouldbe more economical on faculty

Irradiated Teeth
May Provide "Bank"

and resources.
5. A free university in the health sciences should be established
as an adjunct to the UCMC campus. This would be a place where students could study, discuss, research and implement new approaches
to the health sciences. Ultimately students should be allowed to
receive elective credit for work done at the free university.
6. A system of student evaluation of faculty should be established. Faculty would be evaluated in terms of their performance
in lectures, seminars and clinical teaching as well as interest in
and availability to students. This would be done in order to improve
the quality of education at UCMC, and to make both faculty and students more aware of the problems inherent in our system of professional education.
7. Within each school, a system of intra-school communications
forums should be encouraged. These would serve to provide direct
communication between representatives of all years of both faculty
and students, thereby enhancing continuity through clarification of
perspectives and examination of goals.

Campus And Community

LOS ANGELES —Extracted
teeth treated with cobalt radiation
may be the answer to the longsought tooth bank.
Dr. Robert Hertz of the UCLA
School of Dentistry reports that
radiation treatment, similar to that
used in bone banks, may preserve
a tooth for indefinite storage and
also solve the rejection problem.
He says that irradiation of extracted teeth appears to alter the
protein material that triggers the
rejection mechanism. How this alteration occurs is not fully understood.
It is too early to determine if
rejection can be prevented permanently, Hertz emphasizes. One

irradiated tooth from his tooth
There is no relevant voice among the health professions that bank was implanted in a recreaactively speaks with the people of the United States. Thus the task ted jawbone socket. It has been
of building a socially compassionate while technically excellent seven months since the transhealth professional community allied with all of the people is paraplant, and so far thereare no signs
mount. It is the responsibility of health education to meet the needs of rejection.
of society. The health care crisis is most acute in the black ghettos
In several other cases, however,
of this country. To meet these needs, UCMC must:
the teeth were eventually rejected.
Teeth in the bank are largely
1, Remove irrelevant admissions standards and have students on
admissions committees.
extracted wisdom teeth or those
2, Actively recruit members of minority groups from high schools removed during orthodontic proand colleges,
cedures. Dr. Hertz points out that
3, Provide financial aid for these students to the full extend of if the new technique proves successful, large numbers could be
their need.
obtained from cadavers.
Modern warfare technology has to a large extent been developed
through cooperation of American universities with the militaryindustrial complex, by research and experimentation. If we are
In order to enhance co-ordinato survive on this globe and renounce war as a means of solving
tion
of all student activities, on
human problems, we must begin now to individually and collectively
be sure to submit
renounce perpetuation of institutions which promote war. An economy or off campus,
calendar
of
program activiyour
based ona military-industrial complex must be reconstructed to serve
ties for the Spring Quarter, to
war
must
be
game
human needs and university complicity in the
Barbara Squires, Prog.Dept.,Rm.
ended. Thus we call on students to demand that the UCMC:
238 Millberry Union, as soon as
members
the
UC
the
community
of
1. Investigate and report to all
possible.
number of projects carried on here related to chemical and biollogical warfare, clarify contracts withthe defense department and then
move to halt them.
2. Develop programs and publications demonstrating the dangers
of use of chemical and biological weaponry, and such "innocent"
substances as napalm and mace.
3. Explain to students the current status of university cooperation
The Department of Ophthalmolowith the Selective Service System. After students have detergy at the University of California
mined what they wish university officials to do with respect to the
San Francisco Medical Center has
draft, the UCMC cooperate in the implementation of those student
desires.
established a Visiting Lectureship
with an honorariumprovidedby the
Center
Optical Company.
Franklin
employeducation,
functions
UCMC subserves several major
Lectureship is open to formThe
accomplish
these
service.
To
community
care
and
ment, patient
er Residents of the department who
functions, a number of roles have been created. "student", "emhave been in active practice beare
people
"administration",
and
member"
and
ployee". "Faculty
tween five and ten years. Duties of
supposed to fit nicely into these slots and perform efficiently
the lectureship include teaching
we
each
human
however,
beings,
though perfunctorily. As unique
medical students and resident phyhave an important contribution to make in the larger sense in which
sicians; surgery; and specialty
we are all members of the university community. For example, an
conferences.
escort who transports a patient from bed to X-ray probably has as
Through this program the exconstructive suggestions about how to improve patient care as does
periences and skills of clinicians
usage
who
share
all
of
us
physician.
Again
nurse
or
staff
the head
who have been in active practice
of UCMC facilities have important suggestions for planned growth
can
be brought to the students; and
official.
administrative
and expansion, not just the appointed
physicians, in turn, will have
the
center,
In fulfilling responsibly the functions of the medical
to refresh their genopportunity
feels
voice
when
each
his
we will all find our lives more meaningful
knowledge
eral
of ophthalmology
can be heard in determining the actions of his medical center comareas of
study
specialty
and
to
in
particular
Thus we propose that student government in
munity
They
may
interest
to
them.
also
and all students generally call for:
problem
own
cases
bring
their
1. the establishment of a committee composed of representatives to the Center for study and evalfrom all segments of MC society to review needs of people spending
uation.
time here on the campus and to havethe power for implementing any
Lectureships are available for
action they deem necessary.
either
two weeks or four weeks.
2. A medical center wide conference to be held next year, posor Inquiries should
Applications
to
participation
committee,
with open
sibly designed by the above
of campus life, be directed to the department in
all
aspects
to
examine
community
members
all USMC
care of Mrs. Mary Ann Collins,
focusing on the nature ofhuman interactions, university responsibility
Assistant. The adAdministrative
and
us,
around
institutions
community
broader
to patients and the
of California
is
University
dress
need
and policies on the campus which are relics of the past and
Francisco Medical Center,
San
change.
U-409, Third Avenue and Parnas3. Workshops to be held as part of that conference which will desus, San Francisco 94122. The
that
arise.
These
velop programs to Implement the suggestions
number is 666-1921.
telephone
workshops could continue to function until their goals were achieved.

ATTENTION!

Ophthamology
Lectureship

Function Of UC Med

. ..
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Views About McCarthy
The big question in most people's minds here, if
and when they think of national politics, is whether
they want McCarthy or Kennedy. In a strictly
partisan manner, I'd like to show a few skeletons
in the Kennedy closet, and conjure out of your
mind those ghosts you may see in McCarthy's. What
are the differences?
McCarthy lias suggested that no individual can
abdicate the moral choice of whether he should
fight, and that those with objections of conscience,
religious, or otherwise, should be given a civilian
alternative. What is Kennedy's position? A lottery,
where all would equitably be subject, conscience
or no. On Vietnam, McCarthy has called for unconditional cessation of the bombing. In his press
conference declaring his candidacy, Kennedy asserted that his halt would be temporary, and that
we could resume bombing if the talks (after how
long?) proved unproductive in other words, a conditional cessation. If you're familiar with the history
of Johnsonian policy, you know what effect our conditional 37 day bombing pause had in 1966. I would
suggest that after years of deception and intervention in behalf of a morally and militarily bankrupt government in South Vietnam, our country may
have to demonstrate more good faith than Bobby is
willing. But since Johnson's retirement from politics, it seems that he has nowhere to go but right.
Civil rights is an issue on which many fault
McCarthy. But ging further than any other candidate,
he unequivocally supports the recommendations of
the Riot Commission, recommends an expenditure of
$25 billion/year to cope with the problems of the
cities and ghettoes. He has a four point program,
including guaranteed annual income, universal health
insurance, federal assistance for on-the-job training, and vast low and middle-income housing programs. He does not believe, as does Kennedy, that
white big business is the answer.
McCarthy was sponsoring civil rights bills when
Bobby was still working for Joe McCarthy and
Senator McClellan. Has Bobby changed since then?
Believe as he may in the rights of minorities, he has
also been instrumental in perpetuating institutions
which oppress them. Wiretapping and the much
more serious anti-riot legislation are but the most
recent examples. In the latter case, barely a month

-

ago, he voted for an amendment which was defeated
67-23. He was one of a handful of Senators outside
the South so voting, and even his brother refused to
go along with him. The amendment would have made
it a crime to "have the intention
of committing
any act in support of a riot or insurrection." The
whole system of Anglo-American law has as a
principal that a man shall not be judged criminal for
his thoughts or intentions, but only for his acts. To
set up authorities to judge his thoughts, and beliefs
is the mark of a police state, for it inevitably leads
to the abandonment of traditional standards of
evidence and the unequal application of the law.
Further in that spirit is the unconstitutional vagueness of "any act in support of," which could sentence
a man sheltering his wounded son identically with a
bombing murderer of hundreds. Perhaps Bobby,
who is after all a lawyer, realized this when he fell
back on the rather frightening defense that it would
create a precedent for Federal Police intervention
on a large scale. Ponder carefully: Can he really be
trusted to use restraint in the exercise of the most
powerful office in the world, or will he, like
President Johnson in Vietnam, style himself omnipotent?
Certainly all politicians must make concessions
to stay in office, and it is the realization of the
enormity of some of these concessions which so
fills us with horror of the establishment. When I
hope for a change with McCarthy, I do it with
reservation, but I do it also knowing that he is
a man who riskedhis entire political career to defend
a policy in which he believed, who has children our
age and of our mind, who is indebted to us as students and volunteers, more than to any other factor,
for making him what he is today. Bobby Kennedy
has no special debt to us, and no special commitment
to our (and I suppose his) fundamentalbeliefs. There
have been great changes taking place in American
political life. People, by and large, get the form of
government they deserve, and we, by volunteering
our time and effort, have come to establish a voice
of reason that hasn't been heard before. I hope
that by our speaking out, a terrible inertia has begun to be overcome, that just maybe the country
can start to repair its rotten and corrupt fabric.
Bill Fischer

...

Peace and Freedom Party
Group Forms on Campus
By Bob Isman

The Peace and Freedom Party
of California recently held its
Founding Convention in Richmond,
California. The purpose of the
Convention was to establish a set

them.
(2) The Peace and Freedom
Party stands for immediate unconditional withdrawal from Vietof policy guidelines and underlynam and is in opposition to the
ing philosophy for the Peace and entire thrust of American foreign
Freedom Movement (PFM), and and domestic policy, of which the
to set forth special platform war in Vietnam is one horrifying
planks to be voted upon by the con- result and the brutal repression
stituency of the PFM.
of dissent in this country is anUnlike other existing political other.
parties, the policy and platform of
(3) The Peace and Freedom
the Peace and Freedom Party is Party supports the Black Libproposed by the membership.
From the Convention, these various proposals are to be sent back
to the counties, and from there

distributed locally, where they are
either accepted or rejected
by voting at the local level.
The existing Policy Guidelines
of the PFM are the following:
(1) The Peace and Freedom
Party is an independent, permanent radical political party, permanently separate and distinct
from any other political party. We
see the Democratic Republican
Party as a part of the system
in which the economic and social
interests of a few determine the
policies which bear major responsibility for the evils against which
we are committed to fight. We are
the beginning of a new nationalradto be

-

Legal Alternative to the Draft?
By Walt Prowell

The Community for Relevant Education, a group of Stanford
students, is sponsoring a conference at Stanford, starting 4 PM
Friday, April 19, and ending 3 PM Sunday, April 21. Housing will
be provided. The main purpose of the conference is to discuss a
legal alternative to the draft..
An essential step in modifying the draft law is to provide a nonmilitary alternative to required military service, which the present
selective service system does not generally offer. We, as health
science students, have this alternative in the form of the Public
Health Service, but why should every other American youth not have
a similar choice?
National Service, as the program for this nonmilitary alternative
has come to be called, has been growing in this country since the
1966 report of the National Advisory Commission on Selective
Service, "The spirit which motivates interest in national service
is undeniably a part of our national experience today. Sensitive
to that spirit, the Commission suggests that theresearch which must
be accomplished proceed, together with public and private ex-

perimentation with pilot programs."
Pilot programs are being established, and it is the purpose of the
Stanford Challenge to Change Conference to present the essentials of
the National Service Program to Bay Area students, with the ultimate
goal of establishing a nationwide program.
Briefly, the essentials of National Service, when fully established
in the United States, will be:
1, At age 18 all men and women will have the opportunity to apply
for National Service through the National Service System. For men,
this application will be coupled with registration for selective
service,
2, Men may make a choice between civilian and miUtary service,
or make no choice at all. MiUtary needs will be satisfied first by
volunteers for miUtary service, then by conscription from those who
make no choice as to preference for military or civilian service; then,

ical political movement, in clear
opposition to these parties, rather
than a mere pressure group upon

as necessary, by conscription from volunteers for civilian service.
3. Opportunities will be made available for women and they will
be actively encouraged to volunteer for National Service.
4. Civilian service will include working and training in city
ghettos, in the Job Corps, in Volunteers in Service to America
(VISTA), in public health facilities, as teacher aids, in Peace
Corps, and in all similar qualified activities, public and private,
at the local, state, fedeal and international levels.
5. The period of service will be at least two (2) years and will be
performed between the ages of 18 and 26. Applicants enrolled in
formal education or other career plans may deter the period of
service until a definite later period between these ages.
6. Men completing civilian service will be classified within the
Selective Service System in a status equivalent to those men completing two years of miUtary service.
7. The cost of National Service is estimated at $3000 per volunteer per year. Conceivably, four miUion young people could be involved in National Service by 1972, at a cost of some twenty billion
dollars
one-fourth of the defense budget for 1968. The cost of
National Service will be shared by pubUc and private interests, but
the primary cost must ultimately be underwritten by the federal

—

government.

8. National Service will be administered by a non-profit corporation established by federal legislation and controlled jointly by
private and governmental interests.
For further information about the National Service Foundation and
programs, you may attend the Conference, or write:
National Service Foundation
P, O, Box 11721
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

its pilot

> or

Committee for Relevant Education
P. O. Box 3689
Stanford, Calif, 94306

eration movement in its struggle

for equality and self

-

determi-

nation. We support similar movements among Mexican-Americans,
Indians and other oppressed peo-

ples.

(4) The Peace and Freedom

Party supports poor people, workers, students, and other groups
in their struggle for economic
justice and control over those
institutions

.which dominate

their

to unite for mutual protection, to strike and to

lives. The right

demonstrate is an inviolable part
of that struggle.
(5) The Peace and Freedom
Party was formed to unify those
movements which are dedicated
to the preceeding principles and
to create for those movements a
focus and political expression. We
are committed to democratic procedures which enable all members to shape policy and direction. We believe electoral action is
valid only in a context which includes political organizing, political education, direct action and
other non-electoralforms of political action.
In San Francisco, the basis for
all Peace and Freedom activity is
that all decision-making power
lies at the local level. There are
some 40 Neighborhood Groups and
Special Interest Groups here, from
which proposals are submitted and
voted upon to become policy of
the San Francisco Peace and Freedom Movement.
Recently a Special Interest
Group has been formed at the
Mcd Center. This group meets
regularly on Tuesday evenings at
7:30 in the Women's Lounge of
the Millberry Union Residence
Halls. Proposed activities of the
group revolve around healthoriented issues, political issues,
and political action. All registered persons in the Peace and
Freedom Party as well as all
other Interested persons are invited to attend.
One of the specific projects in
which the Peace and Freedom
Party is currently engaged is the
circulation of an initiative petition t;hat would place a Constitutional Amendment on the CaUfornia ballot which would provide the right to vote to persons
18 to 21 years of age.
Persons interested in circulating these petitions should contact
Bob Isman, Ext. 1891, or 564-6698.

.
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NIXON, REAGAN, STASSEN?
Having run unopposed in two primaries, now,
Richard Nixon would have to be considered the
favorite to capture the Republican Presidential
nomination. Although he is no ideological purist,
he has assets that should go over well with Republicans in particular and an electorate grown
suddenly dissatisfied with the Great Society. These
assets include experience, a fundamental belief
in orderly constitutional government (far from unimportant in view of increasing domestic disorder),
and a reputation for standing fast in the face of
adversity (remember the famous "kitchen debate"
with Khruschev following the Captive Nations Resolution?). Some consider it a political liability that
Nixon was instrumental in nailing Alger Hiss, but
the kind of people who would hold this against him
are probably not numerous in the Republican Party
and are more likely relegated to the fever-swamps
of far-out leftwingism.
He is facetiously referred to as "everyone's
second choice and nobody's first," but is he not a
candidate that all Republicans can live with?Although
he does not have the Kennedy "magic" (which is
perhaps the kind of money that can rent Market

Success toGO
our

grads!

SEXII SEXIISEXII
Now that I've got your attention, let's turn on. Not
with LSD or Mary Jane But with pure, raw, dimestore novel sex. With the approach of June, America's
leading ladies' magazines have published a deluge
of articles giving love-lorn girls advice on how to
attract that special man.
At first glance I expected to find one of the
lacrimating soap-box-opera type stories in which
eternal love coarses true and everything is honkeydory. What I did find was some constructive critciism, aimed directly at the female of today.
Since time immemorial the feminine image has
been that of a sweet quiet girl, conservatively
dressed and a good listener. This is all well and
fine if the fellow is a dynamic person who can keep
the conversation going all by himself, and who is
necessarily not shy. But this type of strong, virile
individual, If he ever existed, is hidden in the dark
shadows of obscurity. It's rather obvious that you
cannot make an impression on a man by being a
wall flower. Be forward, but don't carry it too far
or you'll make an impression all right, a BAD one.
The first object of the game is to be noticed. The
right clothes are important, but not that important.
A man can stare at a miniskirt or a navel-based
neckline only so long before his eyes begin to move
upstairs, EVENTUALLY reaching the face. If there
is a smile on your face and your eyes are intently
concentrating on him changes are you might hear
his heart pounding. The general consensus seems to

NOU OPEN FRIDAY

By
Dave Bomar

Kennedy On Issues

Street headquarters the size of Bobby's), he will unVIETNAM
doubtedly be a formidable, contender in Miami.
to
A formidable darkhorse is likely be none other
"I oppose the Administration's policy to relentlessly pursue an
than Ronald Reagan. Some commentators point out
military victory, regardless of the consequences. The
unattainable
that public opinion polls shovtr Nixon with a commanding lead, but the force of public opinion does not only way such a policy can end the war is to destroy Vietnam in a
insure nomination. Governor Reagan probably has misguided attempt to save it. The war is weakening our position in
the support of more Republican county chairmen Asia and around the world and eroding the structure of international
across the country than any other candidate; and cooperation which has directly supported our security for the past
why should he not, considering the fact that he has three decades."
"The United States should take the following concrete steps to
made speech after fund-raising speech across the
about an honorable settlement of the conflict:
bring
country. The coffers of many a county organization
(1) De-escalate our military efforts in South Vietnam and concenare ready to do battle thanks to Governor Reagan's
trate on protecting populated areas so as to reduce immediately the
efforts.
destruction and the killings.
to
can
continue
If Republican primary candidates
(2) Insist that the South Vietnamese assume a greater responrefrain from cutting each other to pieces as they
sibility
in the military effort and stop refusing to draft 18 year olds
a
ha,ve done, in the past it should! be very good year.
and dying 10,000
As long as Rockefeller doesn't try to pull a last while Americans at the same age are fighting
miles
from
home.
minute Scranton, (a Goldwater veto precludes this
(3) Insist that the Government of South Vietnam broaden its base,
possibility) Republican congressional gains should
eliminate
corruption and institute major social reforms so that it
be enough to hold the line against evena Democratic
can
gain
the confidence of the people it is supposed to govern.
were
president. If Republican political futures
sold
the National Liberation Front a genuine place in the
Assure
(4)
on the market, it would be a good idea to buy them,
political
life
of
South Vietnam.
for they are going to go up.
(5) Stop the bombing of North Vietnam, while at the same time
taking all the necessary steps to protect our troops in the South.
(6) Begin negotiations with both North Vietnam and the National
Liberation Front with the objective of arranging an immediate ceasea
and honorable peace."
be that there is nothing more disarming to a man fire and then permanent
urban riots
a
interested
stare.
than nice, frankly
right
"No
man
has
the
to wantonly menace the safety and well
The expressions on your face can be one of your
his neighbors, and it is the duty of all public officials to keep
being
of
will
sexy
feminine)
greatest weapons. Thinking
(or
public peace and bring to justice those who violate it. But punishshow up, though you may not know it. One suggestion the
ment
is not prevention, and to understand is not to permit. We must
underis for the girl to wear the wildest, sexiest
reject
the counsel of those willing to pass laws against violence while
wear she can find. Regardless of what's covering
to help eliminate rats and to ignore the monstrous disprorefusing
know
it, the "I've got something he really ought to
of
portion
being willing to spend billions for the freedom of others
every
time.
about" expression gets them
while
our own people. If any man claims the Negro should
denying
Another regard toward underwear, seems to be
satisfied, let him say he would willingly change the
be
content
or
sexologists
is
the naturalness of what
worn. Many
his skin and go to live in the Negro section of a large
color
of
believe the closer a girl is to a nude state the sexier
city."
she will be, i.e. see-through underwear, lace, no
Adapted from speeches at Berkeley,
as
and
times
One
even
went
so
far
at
no
bra.
girdle
California, October 22, 1966 and
to suggest that a girl wear damp underwear. This
San Francisco, August 4, 1967
is accomplished by taking a shower in bra and panty
poverty must be to create
tool
the
effort
eliminate
"A
in
major
to
to be worn. This is a good way to be Noticed alright.
and train men to fill them. For we must replace the costly
jobs
new
the
French
You might be known as the girl with
and degrading welfare system with one under which men may work
puddle.
in dignity to support their families. That is why I support the EmerOnce you're noticed, the fight's not over yet.
gency Employment and Training Act, now pending in the Congress
Men are for the most part (statistically proven,
to
create 2,400,000 new jobs for the hard-core unemployed during
not my opinion) chicken. At parties where the
four years —half in the public sector and half in the private
guys are standing in one corner and the gals in the next
enterprise.
That is why I have introduced a bill in the Congress to
another, why not go over and get itoto the cona
create
mechanism by which private enterprise will be encouraged
versation. Most men aren't the terrible letches through
incentives to invest in business projects in slum
tax.
they are made out to be, basically they take their
areas."
cues from the girl. If you're shy, get a friend to go
I would increase substantially the rent supplement and model
over with you.
program which provide direct government assistance to up
cities
From here on its all up to you. One important
grade slum housing. I also introduced a bill in the Congress to bring
fact to remember as told by Jill Schary of COSabout a partnership of government and private enterprise and bring
MOPOLITAN, "Be individual, but not exhibitionthe resources of private enterprise to bear on the problems of
istic; while they may be turned on by a kind of reslums by encouraging private builders, through tax incentives, to
freshing candor, they are turned offbybravado.il
construct low-cost housing."
Bravol
HEALTH

GET 'EM

by Ken Kellick
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"Our system of health care in the United States is understaffed,
over-burdened and, as it is presently structured, wholly inadequate
to supply decent medical attention for all Americans. And the cost
of this defective system is spiraling, rapidly pricing medical
care out of the reach of thousands of Americans. The root cause of
this cost explosion is that our out-moded and rigid structure of
health care simply cannot meet the demands for decent medical
attention. Health care is provided in the costliest facility —the
hospital, and by the costliest resource —the doctor. We must drastically revamp our medical resources, taking among others the
following measures:
"First, we must use sub-professional aides and technicians to
perform many functions now done by the doctors. In doing so we
shall establish new careers for many people and tap new resources
for our health manpower system.
"Second, we must decentralize medical care from large, impersonal hospitals to smaller neighborhood medical centers, and
thereby develop an emphasis on preventative care instead of on
treating crises when it is too late to prevent them.
"Third, we must reorient our medical schools to train new kinds
of health manpower and involve themselves in the community. We
must provide the funds so that our medical schools can also train
the doctors we need for the purpose.
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The Gateway Theatre at 215 Jackson St. (off Battery) has just re-j
opened. Now playing at their original and modern, yet elegant theatreis "Marat-Sade," a highly unique film. Directed by Peter Brook, the'
film stars members of the Royal Shakespeare Acting Company. The
story depicts a play about the French Revolution put on by members.
of a French asylum for some selected guests in 1808. The setting is:
rich in possibilities for interaction between the play itself (supposedly written and directed by the Marquis dc Sade, himself an inmate)
and the psychoses of the inmates in their institution. Many of these
possibiuties are taken advantage of as inmates often blur the distinction between the freedom that the revolution fought for and their own
desire for freedom. The main themes center around the philosophical
dispute between Jean-Paul Marat, an idealistic leader of the Revolution who is murdered at the climax of the play, and the Marquis dc
Sade, also a revolutionary. Marat is similar to the leaders in Russia
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or China after their revolutions, who felt that extensive blood purges
i
were necessary to assure a complete and successful revolution and
that "those who are not with us are against us." Dc Sade also be"LIQUOR SPECIALISTS SINCE 1934"
lieves in the use of violence, but not for Marat's principles and ideals,
WINES
LIQUORS TOBACCOS
Ibut rather to secure and insure personal freedom for the individual.
Dc Sade has always been closely associated with sexual perversion
I
("sadism" is derived from his name), which certainly necessitates
605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye
SEI-2429
Sam Morris
I j
the rights of personal freedom for the individual.
The story and filming are very forceful, and especially so on the
second viewing, when one is able to more fully appreciate the references and associations. There are many extremely close parallels
with our own society, most of which are obviously intended. Indeed,
much of the dialogue is spoken directly to the audience watching the
film. The film does not maintain an even emotional range, but varies
widely between strong shouting and violence and subdued, soft singAye.
ing. Unfortunately, one's emotional response also ranges quite widely between an intense involvement and a feeling of tedium. I feel
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
that a bit tighter editing might have avoided some of the seemingly
Color Processing by KODAK
repetitious parts of the film.
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding
Almost all of the cinematic elements in "Marat-Sade" are very
impressive. The photography is very original and imaginative, and
Processing
Save Money on
& employs the use of pastel colors, out-of-focus shots, extreme
Specials All
close-ups, and the hand-held camera. There is music through much
OV. 1-4229
MON. SAT. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
of the film which almost invariably adds to the drama at the time.
The actors too, are uniformly excellent, but special praise is due to
the actress who portrayed Charlotte Corde, and the actor who played
i
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free-spirited nephew?
joy to watch as the crazy anti
big city can be. Starring Jasor
SHORT

THE DOG SNATCHER Mister,

May 17

SALT OF THE EARTH A

FOLK SINGING
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is effective because it captur 1
status, a topic particularity til

SHORT

COSMIC RAY/VIVIAN

Turtfs

protoplasm that pulsates, exp
a measles of blips and flashes
masterpiece.
May 24

HE WHO MUST DIE This £r<
fight for independence agai:
revolutionary activities stem
presents every few years. The
toward real life activities th£

*

they are playing. Based n
Kazantzakis (author of "Zorba
SHORT

Restaurant Of The Month

inI

sympathetic interest in the

Jean-Paul Marat.

Also on the program is the "Thief of Paris." It is interesting to
watch the transition of certain directors whose earlier "art" films
later develop into highly polished works. Such is the case with
France's Louis Malle, whose earlier works, "Zazie dans le Metro"
and "The Lovers" have now acquired added polish in his most recent
film, the "Thief of Paris," starring Jean-Paulßelmondo.This highly polished color film manages to hold the viewers interest and is
pleasing enough for its entertainment value.

AREN'T WE WONDERFUL#vV
German people, exposing in
their fortunes and misfortunt
Hitler era to the post-war "
An unequivocal view of recei
A
Hoffman.
THE GOAT (1922)Written and<
THOUSAND CLOWNS This 1
rollicking free spirit in New
suppress. Will he conform i

THE BARBERSHOP This fib
Fields' comedies.

7 4IJIOcLiSxiFitn Am A J

Castle atop Telegraph Hill has a spectacular view of the
Francisco Bay. This restaurant opened in 1923 and has earned
an international reputation over the years for its Continental cuisine.
£
There is a warm and relaxed atmosphere in the wood panelled main
1
Iroom and in the adjoining cocktail lounge, ably managed and directed

Julius

CSan

by

John Gambertoglio.

The meal opens with a Northern Italian antipasto, where everyone
serves himself from a large central dish. This includes shrimp
salad, garbanzos, peppers, artichokes, sliced salami, and a tossed
green salad. Next comes the soup dv jour or ravioli and spaghetti.
I chose the former and was very pleased by the rich taste of the
French onion soup.
The specialty of the house is their saltimbocca, which is veal
stuffed with cheese and prosciutto, mushrooms, and rice. This dish
is a rare culinary treat, and will delight all gourmets as well as
those who are not as fastidious about their diet. I also tasted the*
double French lamb chops and can highly recommend this dish as
well. The menu has a large variety of other entrees, including veal
Aye.
scaloppini, roast prime ribs, various cuts of steak, several types of
fish, as well as squab (prepared in two different styles) and chicken.
For dessert, the specialty is banana fritters in cream, sprinkled
PHONE 731-8270
liberally with cinnamon. This is a fitting dessert to cap the rest of
the meal. French pancakes and cakes are also offered, as well as
i
the customary ice cream and sherbert.
i
The service is excellent and one may select his own pace for the
meal, rather than being forced Into a set time pattern by the manage-
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ACT'S ACTIONS

Within 15 weeks this summer, the American Conservatory TheJater will present 16 plays, as many as it performed during its first
Bay Area season last spring.
'£ The Conservatory's summer schedule, from May sto August 18,
;the conclusion of the current season, includes six plays presented
ffor the first time by ACT, among them three world premieres.
Also, in a marked expansion of its training program, the Conserwill achieve one of the goals for which it has strived since it
began, the establishment of its Advanced Training Congress. The
Congress will convene June 11 through August 18 with 400 hours of
instruction for more than 250 teachers of theatre and regional
(.

(vatory

leaders as well as for young
ACT'S summer plans also call for its first sustained appearance
?in Los Angeles, a four-week guest engagement at the Huntington
Theatre. From July 2 through July 28, the Conservatory
~will present two of its most popular productions, Moliere's "Tartuffe" and Dylan Thomas's "Under Milkwood," both directed by
ACT General Director William Ball.
The world premieres, expected to focus national critical attention
upon the Conservatory this summer, will be:
"Long Live Life," Jerome Kilty's dramatized biography of the Russian playwright Anton Chekhov, author of "The Cherry Orchard,"
"Uncle Vanya" and "The Seagull," joining the repertory April 26.
Based on Chekhov's correspondence, the play has six characters:
Chekhov; Novelist-Playwright Maxim Gorki; Chekhov's actresswife, Olga Knipper; the coquettish LeekaMizinova; Chekhov's devoted
sister, Masha; and Chekhov's cynical brother, Alexei.
"Caught in the ACT," a new revue patterned after the highly successful revues produced "Upstairs at the Downstairs" in New York
by Julius Monk. Written and directed by Nagle Jackson (who directed
ACT's "In White America"), the revue will contain original songs,
sketches and blackouts and is scheduled to open May 15.
"Deedle, Deedle Dumpling, My Son God," a Gothic comedy written especially the Conservatory by ACT Press Agent Brian McKinney, will be directed by Patrick Tovatt and will be seen in five special
performances beginning June 16. The three-character drama makes
extensive use of the Conservatory training techniques such as " Vat"
and "Motionless Speech."
Another of the additions to the repertory willbe "Your Own Thing,"
off-Broadway's newest hit, a mod rock musical comedy version of
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" about a rock group, "The Apocalyactors.

\fl£nderkinder) A mirror held up to the

lercilessly witty and satirical manner
rom the days of theKaiser through the
•stchaftswunder" (economic miracle),
istory. Produced and directed by Kurt

cted by Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline.
lemy Award winning film concerns a
k City who "The System" is trying to
'will he give up custody of his equally
>•£' has the humor of our day and is a
and escapades show us what life in the
bards and Barbara Harris.
goo.
mg pro-labor film with a particularly
ican-Americans with whom it deals. It
direction of groups struggling for
for today,

ihe

female nude into a piece of animated
and bursts like a bubble, overlaid by
numbers.lt is a sophisticated pop art

lAnd moving film depicts the Greeks'
[the Turks in the early 1900's. The
In a passion-play that a small village

ty characters find that they are moving
hirror personalities of the people that
"The Greek Passion" by N.
I Greek"). Starring Mellina Mercouri,

Represents

some of the best of W. C.
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pse," massive mistaken identity and sex-switching.
"Your Own Thing" will premiere July 2 and have a continuous
engagement at the Marines' Memorial Theatre through August 18.
ACT will present the musical comedy in association with Zev Bufman
and Dorothy Love for 56 performances, including two performances
a night on Fridays and Saturdays at 7 and 10 p.m.

Other additions to the repertory this summer include:
"Hamlet," to be directed by William Ball, joining the repertory
April 23. The new production is the first of four based upon the
Shakespearean tragedy, the others to be "Elsinore," "The Bare
Bodkin" and "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead."
"A Streetcar Named Desire," Tennessee Williams' Pulitzer Prizewinning play about a fading Southern beauty, Blanche Dußois, and
her sister's primitive husband, Stanley Kowalski, to be directed by
Robert GoIds by and scheduled to make its first appearance June 9.
Nine other plays, held over from the current season, will also be
presented this summer. They include "The Misanthrope," "The
Crucible," "Tarruffe," "Thieves' Carnival," "Twelfth Night,"
"Tiny Alice," "In White America," "A Delicate Balance," "An
Evening's Frost" and "Under Milkwood." "Under Milkwood,"
which left the repertory temporarily this spring, will return at the
Marines' Memorial Theatre for its summer engagement.
As a special convenience to summer theatre-goers ACTwill begin
all Tuesday through Saturday evening performances in the Geary
Theatre only at 8:00 p.m. beginning Tuesday, July 2.
GATEWAY
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(215 Jackson off Battery)
"Marat-Sade" and Louis
Malle's "The Thief of Paris," with Jean-Paul Belmondo.

The Gateway Theatre in San Francisco
re-opened April sth with Peter Weiss'

130 for lunch (M-F) and 5

is range from
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$5.50 to $7.75
a table by the window,
andrecommend it as a place
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APRIL 18-24 —Jean-Louis Barrault's "Children of Paradise"
APRIL 25 MAY 1 —Ingmar Bergman's "Persona" Mai Zetterling's "Night Games"
MAY 2 MAY 8 —Mac West in "She Done Him Wrong" Mac West
in "Belle of the Nineties"
Luis Bunuel's "Exterminating Angel" AnMAY 9 MAY 15
tonioni's "Eclipse"
MAY 16 MAY 29 Elsenstein's "Alexander Nevsky" "Shadows
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Flamenco Music Comes To Meridian West
On Thursday, May 9, from noon
1 p.m., the Millberry Union
Meridian West series will present
Los Flamencos dc la Bodega in
the Union gym. This group was
created nine years ago, and has
performed regularly In the LAS
CUEVAS room of the Old Spaghetti
Factory Cafe in North Beach. Locally too, the company has been
engaged as a whole or in part by
the Purple Onion, the hungry i,
die Casa Madrid night club, and
various colleges and universities
in the area.
to

San Francisco Symphony
The highlights of the orchesconcert before going to
Japan were Mozart's "Exultate
Jubilate" (k. 165) sung by Teresa
Randolph, and Mahler's
Stich
"Songs of a Wayfarer" sung by
Victor Braun. Both singers had a
great deal of poise and were able
to convey the spirit of their respective pieces to the audience.
Both pieces have a wide range of
modulation in tone and Intensity,
which the singers captured with
their warm and rich voices.
The orchestral part of the pro-

tra's last

-

gram consisted of Mozart's Symphonies number 35 (Haffner), 41

(Jupiter), and his overture to
"Cose Fan Tutte." Unfortunately,
this part of the program completely lacked any musical interest and vitality. Joseph Krlps
conducted at a slower tempo than
is the norm and the orchestra
had a heavy and tinny sound. Mozart should be light, but even reducing the size of the orchestra
would not have been enough to
solve this problem.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Los Flamencos dc la Bodega
features a music and dance form
which for centuries has been the
provincial expression of the Andalusian gypsies of Spain. The
essence of their effort is the CUADRO FLAMENCO which is a demonstration of total mutual support,
an orchestration of talent, discipline, and energy vital to the
triumphant execution of this exacting form. In Flamenco, as is,
indeed, the case with any expression of classical grace and beauty,
there is always the delight and
pathos of contrived spontaniety.
Several of our artists have travelled many times to the font of
flamenco, Sevilla, Spain, and have
renewed and informed themselves
with the greatest Spanish teachers of the dance and the guitar.
Our David Serva was lead guitarist for "Man of La Mancha."

-

PITSCHEL FLOPS
MARIACHI SCORES

The Mariachi Uclatan from
The Pitschel Players present
pithy ploys poorly performed in U.C.L.A. entertained a large audM.U. lounge March 28th. Their ience in Millberry Gym on March
presentation of various short skits 29th. Composed of nine musicians
had the atmosphere of a group and eight dancers, they are a
without any experience who learn- well-rehearsed and exciting group
ed its lines an hour before open- to watch and listen to.
ing, and was not relaxed in any of
They demonstrated the wide vaits parts. This uprightness was felt
from the folk singer through every riety of mariachi styles and rhyplayer in the company. Any group thms as they performed works
can muff lines, but this one drop- from four regions in Mexico. The
ped syllables and spoke in weak Committee for Arts and Lectures
voices that could not relax nor as well as the Inter-Campus Culhold its audience. Much of the material was obvious and trite but
there were also some genuinely
imaginative parts.

tural Exchange Committee deserves our kudos for bringing the
group here, and should be encouraged to continue this tradition.
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trol Unit is concerned with all as- the increase."
service to the
He pointed out the correlation
pects of cancer
patient and the community through between mouth cancer and alcocancer research and education; holism in San Francisco: "This
diagnosis; treatment of those af- city has one of the highest per
flicted; and the effective control capita rates of alcoholism in the
of cancer after it has been dis- country
and also one of the
covered. The dentist is vitally in- highest per capita rates of mouth
volved in early detection, care of cancer."

—

Team Effort
Core for
Oral Cancer

—

A federal grant of $25,000 has dental tissues during treatment,
The unit is also supported by
been awarded to the Oral-Facial
and reconstruction of altered or a 5-year grant from the National
Cancer Control Unit, School of
missing structures following ther- Cancer Institute.
Dentistry, at the University of
Silverman also cites other

California San Francisco Medical

Dr.

apy.

"Significant progress is being
Center.
made in the area of replacing jaw
The grant, for use in research bones and teeth to return proper
teaching and patient service over appearance, speech and eating;
the next four years, was made by
and facial prosthetics are ingenthe Vocational Rehabilitation Ad- iously made to artifically replace
ministration, U.S. Public Health
eyes, noses and ears, and other
Service, according to Dr. Sol Sil- facial parts lost from malignanverman, Jr., professor of dentis- cies," said Dr. Silverman.
try and chairman of oral biology.
"There are 25,000 new cases of
' 'This is a great step forward oral cancer in the U.S. each year,
a multi-disciplinary effort in the 2,000 of them residents of Califight against cancer, involving fornia," he said, "and this num'total care' of the cancer patient ber is increasing each year."
from the day he arrives at the
What is causing this vast inMedical Center until the day he re- crease? Dr. Silverman cited
turns to the mainstream of so- "smoking of all kinds —cigaretciety," said Dr. Silverman.
tes, cigars, pipes, the use of snuff
The "team-effort care" in pa- and alcohol are major reasons for
tients with oral cancer requires
diagnosis, treatment, physical and

-

—

social rehabilitation.
"The team consists of medical
specialists; dentists; speech therapists; vocational rehabilitation,

Jack Aranson to Perform
Thursday, April 25, at noon in the Millberry Lounge will be the
time and setting for the third in a series of six Meridian West noon
concerts planned by the Millberry Union Program Dept. for the Spring

Quarter.

This particular program will feature scenes and speeches from
the plays of William Shakespeare presented by Jack Aranson and
his wife, Mary Rose McMaster.
Mr. Aranson has been a favorite among UCMC audiences in past
years when he presented such enjoyable programs as excerpts froms
his well received San Francisco Theater production of "Dylan."
Trained in London at the Old Vie Theater School and having appeared on numerous Irish and European stages as well as in New York
with Orson Wells in "King Lear" in 1955, he has achieved an impressive record in the dramatic arts.

and social service."
The Oral-Facial Cancer Con-

_—:——
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,

.
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■
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Early recognition can more

cure rate; therefore routine mouth examinations
by dentists and physicians are essential.
Oral cancers which account
for about 5% of all cancers involve the lips, tongue, floor of
the mouth, palate, gums, inside
of the cheeks and tonsillar area.
Of all the oral cancers, lip
and tongue are most common.
More than 90% of all oral
cancers occur in persons over 45

*

*
*

(To page 15)

at an
insurance man
you can say

noto.
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And men whose business it is
to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like justanother
advertising phrase? Well, look
at It this way. Ask any top
professional If there's a healthier
way to build a following.

..

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
of goals he can help you
accomplish with life insurance.
you can
And remember
always say no to him.

DAVENPORT
ASSOCIATES
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2118 MILVIA ST., BERKELEY
845-3583
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Our tour lets you see eight European countries
the
comfort of your own '68 Volkswagen.
in
We take care of all the arrangements.
The price (which varies, depending on VW
model and number of people in party) includes
everything. Your new Volkswagen. Round trip jet
fare from San Francisco. Hotel accommodations.
Continental breakfasts. Complete dinners.
Escorted tours. Marine and European driving insurance. And the cost of shipping your VW home.
There will be twelve tours in 1968, the first one
starting May 4th. Mail the coupon below for complete information, including itinerary.
Ours is a great way to see Europe. And think
of the souvenir you'll be bringing home.
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22-day motor four of
Europe as low as $2,495 00

One reason for our reputation
for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
men
attracted men of quality
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.
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facts about oral cancer:
Average 5-year survival rate
is less than 30%,

Stan Carlsen Inc.
1900-19th Aye., San Francisco, Calif. 94116

Please send free information on your 22-day European
motor tours.
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THE STUDENT IS A NIGGER
By Gerald Farber
Professor of English
Cal State, L.A.

Students are niggers. When you get that
straight, our schools begin to make sense.
It's more important, though, to understand
why they're niggers. If wa follow that question seriously enough, it will lead us into
the nitty-gritty of human needs and hangups. And from there we can go on to consider whether it might ever be possible for
students to come up from slavery.
First, let's see what's happening now.
Let's look at the role students play in what
we like to call education.
At Cal State L.A., where I teach, the
students have separate and unequal dining
facilities. If I take them into the faculty
room, my colleagues get uncomfortable, as
though there were a bad smell. If I eat in
the student cafeteria, I become known as
the educational equivalent of a nigger lover.
In at least one building there are even rest
rooms which students may not use. At Cal
State, also, there is an unwritten law barring student-faculty love-making. Fortunately, this anti-miscegenation law, like its
Southern counterpart, is not 100 per cent
effective.

Students at Cal State are politically disenfranchised. They are in an academic
Lowndes County. Most of them can vote in
national elections--their average age is
about 20—but they have no voice in the
decisions which affect their academic lives.
The students are, it is true, allowed to
have a toy government of their own. It is a
government run for the most part by Uncle
Toms and concerned principally with trivia.
The faculty and administrators decide what
courses will be offered; the students get to
choose their own Homecoming Queen. Occasionally, when student leaders get uppity
and rebellious, they're either ignored, put
off with trivial concessions, or maneuvered

.

expertly out of position.
A student at Cal State is expected to know
his place. He calls a faculty member "Sir"

—

and he
"Doctor" or "Professor"
smiles and shuffles some as he stands outside the professor's office waiting for permission to enter. The faculty tell him what
courses to take (in my department, English,
even electives have to be approved by a faculty member); they tell him what to read,
what to write, and frequently, where to set
the margins on his typewriter. They tell
him what's true and what isn't. Some teachers insist that they encourage dissent but
they're always jiving and every student
knows it. Tell the man what he wants to
hear or he'll fail your ass out of the course.
or

"Jump"
When a teacher says, "jump," students
jump. I know of one professor who refused

to take up class time for exams and required students to show up for tests at 6:30

in the morning. And they did, by Godl Another, at exam time, provides answer cards
to be filled out--each one enclosed in a
paper bag with a hole cut in the top to see
through. Students stick their writing hands
in the bags while taking the test. The teacher isn't a provo; I wish he were. He does it
to prevent cheating. Another colleague once
caught a student reading during one of his
lectures and threwher book against the wall.
Still another lectures his students into stupor and the.i screams at them in a rage
when they fall asleep.
Just last week, during the first meeting
of a class, one girl got up to leave after
about ten minutes had gone by. The teacher
rushed over, grabbed her by the arm, saying, "This class is NOT dismissedl" and
led her back to her seat. On the same day

arother teacher began by informing his
class that he does not like beards, mustaches, long hair on boys, or capri pants
on girls, and will not tolerate any of that in
his class. The class, incidentally, consist-

ed mostly of high school teachers.
Even more discouraging than thisAuschwitz approach to education is the fact that
the students take it. They haven't gone
through twelve years of public school for
nothing. They've learned one thing and perhaps only one thing during those twelve
years. They've forgotten their algebra.
They're hopelessly vague about chemistry
and physics. They've grown to fear and resent literature. They write like they've
been lobotomized. But, Jesus, can they follow orders I Freshmen come up to me with
an essay and ask if I want it folded and.
whether their name should be in the upper
right hand corner. And I want to cry and
kiss them and caress their poor tortured
heads.
Students don't ask that orders make sense.
They give up expecting things to make sense
long before they leave elementary school.
Things are true because the teacher says
they're true. At a very early age we all
learn to accept "two truths," as did certain medieval churchmen. Outside of class,
things are true to your tongue, your fingers,
your stomach, your heart. Inside class,
things are true by reason of authority. And
that's just fine because you don't care anyway. Miss Wiedemeyer tells you a noun is
a person, place or thing. So let it be. You
don't give a rat's ass; she doesn't give a
rat's ass.
The important thing is to please her. Back
in kindergarten, you found out that teachers
only love children who standin nice straight
lines. And that's where it's been ever since.
What school amounts to, then, for white
and black kids alike, is a 12-year course
in how to be slaves. What else could explain what I see in a freshman class?
They've got that slave mentality: obliging and ingratiating on the surface but
hostile and resistent underneath.
As do black slaves, students vary in
their awareness of what's going on. Some
recognize their own put-on for what it is
and even let their rebellion break through
to the surface now and then. Others—including most of the "good students"—
have been more deeply brainwashed. They
swallow the bull with greedy mouths.
They're pathetically eager to be pushed
around. They're like those old grey-headed
house niggers you can still find in the South
who don't see \vh;.t all the fuss is about
because Mr. Charlie "treats usrealgood."

"Toms" Favored

College entrance requirements tend to
favor the Toms and screen out the rebels.
Not entirely, of course. Some students at
Cal State L.A. arc expert con artists who
know perfectly well what's happening. They
want the degree or the 2-S and spend their
years on the old plantation alternately
laughing and cursing as they play the game.
If their ego» are strong enough, they cheat
a lot. And, of course, even the Toms are
angry down deep somewhere. But it comes
out in passive rather than active aggression. They're unexplainably thick witted
and subject to frequent spells of laziness.
They misread simple questions. They spend
their nights mechanically outlining history
chapters while meticulously failing to comprehend a word of what's in front of them.

The saddest cases among both black

slaves and student slaves are the ones who

have so thoroughly introjected their masters' values that their anger is all turned
inward. At Cal State these are the kids f>r
whom every low grade is torture, who stai. ?

mer and shake when they speak to a professor, who go through ah emotional crisis
every time they're called upon during class.
You can recognize them easily at finals
time. Their faces are festooned with fresh
pimples; their bowels boil audibly across
the room. If there really is a Last Judgment, the parents and teachers who created
these wrecks are going to burn in hell.
So students are niggers. It's time to find
r>ut why, and to do this, we have to take a
long look at Mr. Charlie.

Timid Teachers

The teachers I know best are college professors. Outside the classroom and taken
as a group, their most striking characteristic is timidity. They're short on balls.
Just look at their working conditions. At
a time when even migrant workers have
begun to fight and win, college professors
are still afraid to make more than a token
effort to improve of their pitiful economic
status. In California state colleges the faculties are screwed regularly and vigorously by the Governor and Legislature and
yet they till won't offer any solid resistance. They lie flat on their stomachs .vith
their pants down, mumbling catch phrases
like "professional dignity" and "meaningful dialogue."
Professors were no different when I was
an undergraduate at UCLA during the McCarthy era; it was like a cattle stampede
as they rushed to cop out. And in more
recent years, I found that my being arrested in sit-ins brought from my colleagues
not so much approval or condemnation as
open-mouthed astonishment. "You could
lose your jobl"

Vietnam War

Now, of course, there's the Vietnamese
war. It gets some opposition from a few
teachers. Some support it. But a vast number of professors who know perfectly well
what's happening, are copping out again.
And in the high schools, you can forget it.
Stillness reigns.
I'm not sure why teachers are so chicken. It could be that academic training itself
forces a split between thought and action.
It might also be that the tenuiod security
of a teaching job attracts timidpersons and,
furthermore, that teaching, like police work,
pulls in persons who are unsure of themselves and need weapons and the other external trappings of authority.
At any rate teachers ARE short on balls.
And, as Judy Eisenstein has eloquently
pointed out the classroom offers an artificial and protected environment in which
they can exercise their will to power. Your
neighbors may drive a better car; gas station attendants may intimidate you; your wife
may dominate you; the State Legislature
may shit on you; but in the classroom, by
God, students do what you say—or else.
The grade is a hell of a weapon. It may not
rest on your hip, potent and rigid like a
cop's gun, but in the long run it's more
powerful. At your personal whim—anytime
you choose—you can keep 35 students up
for nights and have the pleasure of seeing
them walk into the classroom pasty-faced
and red-eyed carrying a sheaf of typewritten pages, with title page, MLA footnotes and margins set at L5and 9L.
The general timidity which causes teachers to make niggers of their students usually
includes a more specific fear—fear of the
students themselves. After all, students
are different, just like black people. You
stand exposed in front of them, knowing
that their interests, their values and their
language are different from yours. To make
matters worse, you may suspect that you
yourself are not the most engaging of persons. What then can protect you from their.

ridicule and scorn? Respect for Authority.
That's what. It's the policeman's gun again.
The white bwana's pith helmet. So you
flaunt that authority. You wither whisperers with a murderous glance. You crush
objectors with erudition and heavy irony.
And worst of all, you make your own attainments seem not accessible but awesomely
remote. You conceal your massive ignorance—and parade a slender learning.
You might also want to keep in mind that
he was a nigger once himself and has never
really gotten over it. And there are more
causes, some of which are better described
in sociological than psychological terms.

Work them out, it's not hard. But in the
meantime what we've got on our hands is a
whole lot of niggers. And what makes this
particularly grim is that the student has
less chance than the black man of getting
out of his bag. Because the student doesn't
even know he's in it. That, more or less, is
what's happening in higher education. And
the results are staggering.

Little Education

For one thing damn little education takes
place in the schools. How could it? You can't
educate slaves; you can only train them.
Or, to use an even uglier word, you can
only program them.
Educational oppression is trickier to fight
than racial oppression. If you're a black
rebel, they can't exile you; they either have
to intimidate you or kill you. But in high
school or college, they can just bounce you
out of the fold. And they do. Rebel students
and renegade faculty members get smothered or shot down with devastating accuracy. In high school, it's usually thestudent
who gets it; in college, it's more often the
teacher. Others get tired of fighting and_
voluntarily leave the system. This may be
a mistake though. Dropping out ofcollege,
for a rebel, is a little like going North, for
a Negro. You can't really get away from it
so you might as well stay and raise hell.

Facing the Facts
How do you raise hell? That's a whole
other article. But just for a start, why not
stay with the analogy? What have black
people done? They have, first of all, faced
the fact of their slavery. They've stopped
kidding themselves about an eventual reward in that Great Watermelon Patch in the
sky. They've organized; they've decided to
get freedom now, and they've started taking it.

Students, like black people, have immense
unused power. They could, theoretically,
insist on participating in their own education. They could make academic freedom
bilateral. They could teach their teachers
to thrive on love and admiration, rather
than fear and respect, and to lay downtheir
weapons. Students could discover community. And they could learn to dance by dancing on the IBM cards. They could make
coloring books out of the catalogs and they
could put the grading system in a museum.
They could raze one set of walls and let
education flow out and flood the streets.
They could turn the classroom into where
it's at—a "field of action" as Peter Marin
describes it. And, believe it or not, they
could study eagerly and learn prodigiously
for the best of all possible reasons—their
own reasons.
They could. Theoretically. They have the
power. But only in a very few places, like
Berkeley, have they even begun to think
about using it.
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Cancer,
(From page 13)

—*

with the average age about 60.
It occurs twice as frequently
in males, and more frequently in
Caucasians.
There are two deaths per
minute due to allforms of cancer
in the U.S. today —a total of 295,
000 per year, 800 per day. Cancer
is a leading killer, second only to
cardiovascular disease.
Co-Directors of theOral-Facial
Cancer Control Unit are Dr. Thomas A. Curtis, Associate Professor of Prosthetics and Dr. Robert Cantor, Assistant Research
Biologist in Oral Biology.
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MEDI-CAL'6B

M.U. CENTRAL DESK... |

IRVINE —Construction has be-

gun on an interim office and laboratory building to accommodate
the first stage of the move of the
California College of Medicine to
the University of California here.
The single story, concrete block
building, with 16,000 assignable
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will be

gather together. A panel discussion and question and answer periAll interested nurses in the Bay
od will be held following lunch. Area community are invited to
At 2:30 the Alumni will honor join the Nursing Alumni for this
Dean Helen Nahm with a tea. At day in which the School of Nursing
this time Chancellor Willard Fie- celebrates the University CentenNahm and Dr. Eleanor Knudson. ming and Alumni President Lida nial. Registration for the Alumni
Jo Eliot, President of the Ameri- Chase will unveil a portrait of Tea will be two dollars.

NEW DIRECTION FOR SAMA?

SEabright 1-2038

U.

Miss Nahm, The portrait

presented to the University from
the members of the Nursing Chapter of the Alumni Association,

square feet of floor space, will
be ready in September. It will be
located at Bridge Road, adjacent
to the future site of the UCI medBy Peter West
ical sciences complex. A second
cerned with philosophies expressed by medical
Several weeks ago, the Student American Medical
interim building will be completed
professional
groups (AMA, Medical committee
Association standing committee on Medical Trends
by the fall of 1969 to accommofor Human Rights, Physicians for Social Remet in Chicago to hear testimony and prepare resdate the basic sciences of the
sponsibility, Student Health Organizations), and
olutions for the "National Convention" to be held in
medical school. Negotiations are
create dialogues on these issues; make the New
as
a
Trends
Medical
currently in progress to locate the April. I attended these meetings
Physician a viable organ for communication
presented a paper on "The
and
Committeeman,
clinical sciences at the Orange
SAMA chapters (at present, articles
among
United
Actual Physician Manpower Distribution in the
County Medical Center,
must be presented months prior to the expected
States."
date of publication
this period must be reA major medical school buildThe meeting was my first really close look at
duced to days in order to stimulate dialogue
I
ing is being planned on the camregional
attended
the
SAMA Innards. Last spring
and communication.).
pus for completion in 1972.
convention in San Francisco as an observer, but I
2, Create a Division of Research within SAMA
some
must
had reserved judgment. Now
observations
A five-story, $1.6 million annex
modelled after the Division set up by the Calbe laid bare.
to Irvine's existing library is also
ifornia Medical Association. The CMA ahs an
Its
SAMA arose in 1951 as a child of the AMA.
under construction which will
excellent Division of Research which academof
the
systematic
followed
destruction
appearance
more than double its book capaciically provides non-biased facts concerning
Interns and Medical Students),
ty. It was dedicated last week by AIMS (Association of
issues pertinent to the CMA. To develop crea
concerned
itself
progressive organization which
Luther Evans, former Librarian
dence in its pronouncements and direction to
with, among other things, the social ramifications
of Congress.
its
activities of thelocal chapter, rather than vice
victim
of medical practice. AIMS fell
to McCarthyversa, as is currently the case. This structure
At the dedication ceremony, ism, and AMA pressure on advertisers in its jourmust be responsive to SAMA membership directAdolph A. Kroch, a retired Chicago nal, which bankrupted the association. SAMA was
ly, not the Executive Director.
book dealer who now resides in then directly sponsored by the AMA, and its orig4,
Utilize this restructured organization toface
Laguna Beach, presented the Irvine inal structure and direction were cultivated by this
issues as they are today, and take action to imlibrary with its 200,000th volume. group.
prove medical education and care and further
It is a rare first edition of Oliver
SAMA structure is a morass of committees,
the
goals of humanitarian medican practice.
Goldsmith's "The Vicar of Wakeregional conventions, reference committees, Execufield: A Tale," published in 1766. tive Boards, salaried Executive Directors, more This organization "represents" the single most
Friends of the UCI Library, a committees and tired resolutions. This structure valuable resource this nation has a resource rec1,000-member volunteer group selects for the student who would prefer a title ognizeed even by the myopic General Hershey. The
from the community, sponsored and a ticket to Chicago over actively improving issues facing the medical profession could choke
even the most ravenous glutton for punishment.
the ceremonies.
his profession. The local chapters are generally
From the complexities ofcurriculum reform through
disorganized or essentially non-existent.
The concept of representation is utterly pre- the problems of care delivery, from utilization of
to the financing of medical
A number of schools do have active paramedical personnel
posterous,
SEM7O7
only
care
these
are
a
few of many issues suitable
chapters which represent only small fractions of the
student bodies. Most of these for some reason are to student concern. The more mundane but vital
Southern schools. On the whole, the committee question of cost of medical education and decent
working conditions and salaries for students, interns
members I came in contact with were there by
default. One from Johns Hopkins said he "was the and residents are obvious areas of medical student
Its
JH SAMA chapter." Another from New Jersey interest,to SAMA is potentially a sleeping giant.
Men Medical
Apparel
ability
act has never been tested because it has
College was there because no one else would
hamstrung itself through its structure and brainand Boys
come. Another disturbing characteristic of those
through its lack of imagination.
students present was the lack of expertise that was washed itself
demonstrated by them in their reports to the committee, and the inability of the committee to discern
2219IRVING STREET
what material was relevant.
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can Nurses Association, will dcliver the main address. This will
be followed by a long lunch period
which will allow class members to

Herb's
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Nursing Alumni will convene all
day Saturday, the 20th April in
Milberry Union for the annual
Alumni Day. Several highlights are
planned for this exciting day according to Barbara Cabral, Alumni Vice-President. Beginning at
ten in the morning alumni and
guests will hear introductory and
welcome remarks by Dean Helen

—

Stella*

■nullum

Dean Helen Nahm Honored

—

MY BROTHER TEDDY
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Med School
AtUCI
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Not even the chairman of the Medical Trends Committee knew whence came the topics we discussed,

or why these topics were chosen rather than other
topics, or what powers the committee had, if any,
topics, or what powers the committee had, if any,
other than to recommend to yet another committee
that some statements should be brought before the

National Convention for consideration! It was known
however, that the Reference Committee (made up of
similarly uninformed students) was free to accept
or reject any of the recommendations of the Medical
Trends Committee.
This dubious background and incredibly blundering
awkward organization would be laughable if it were
not for the tremendous potential that It couldrealize.
SAMA can rebuild itself overnight if it cares to. All
it would take is the passage of one motion on the
floor of the National Convention, and SAMA would
'restructure, reorganize, and redirect itself.

A few suggestions that might make this body a tool
for the student physician, rather than a tool for the
dlsenfranchlsement of the student physician follow:
1. Reorient the New Physician to present local
student activities and student opinions; present
material pertinent to the dynamics of medical
education and medical practice, material con-

"As near as I can make out, you're supposed
to put two pounds of cold cream in
your right ear before each meal."
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To Live as a Man
By Barbara Britts

—

-

That the American family is in crisis is of no news. Immigration to the United
a mobile action-led to increased geographic mobility by offsprings, bringing
States
about the demise of the extended family. (The only family still intact is the IndianGeronimo had his revengel). Today, even the two generation family is unstable.
The Forest Lawn syndrome is so ludicrous that it has been picked up by the motion
picture industries. Death in America is not dealt with in terms of the hopes and aspirations of man, but is permissible only in terms of where and how one is going to
be buried. Funerals are for the living, not the dead. Someone once said that America
was the only country to pass from barbarism to decadence without going through
civilization. The American way of death epitomizes this statement.
A common reaction to death in America is that the earlier it occurs, the greater
the tragedy- thus the trivializationof death for the aged. The result is the trivialization
of life for the American, irrespective of age.
The implications are not just for old age but must be considered in regards to the

-

expanding leisure age of a mechanized society.
Nurses, as well as other health professionals, have been content to see themselves
as doing their bit for humanity by existing within the limited scope of their traditional
professions; thereby exempting themselves from any social, economic or political
responsibility for what is going on in this country. It is obvious to the laymen, and
hopefully to the health professions, that the system of health care delivery in the
United States is totally inadequate in terms of meeting the health needs of the society.
In an attempt to alleviate this problem, the health sciences have pointed to a quantitative question: the shortage of health manpower, rather than pointing to the poitnant
question of quality: Health professions that do exist are not being used in the most
effective way to meet the needs of society. In terms of the nurse; if she is truly
concerned with PUBLIC HEALTH, rather than carrying a load of forty families and
doing a minimal amount for each; shouldn't she go further to give service to the
greatest number?
Isn't it her responsibility to speak out on economic, political and social injustices
which make the health of a particular community, or the entire society, impossible?
In relation to the aging community, there are three pregnant areas of attack:
1) labor, 2) the economic conditions of the aged, and 3) social value of the aged.
Retirement often causes a severe loss in self-esteem. To lose one's goal in life
means for many oldsters, the end of all hopes and of life itself. Many old people for
years held their mind and their body together by compulsive labor, and are not accustomed to relaxation, and not knowing what recreation means, have in later life
a complete breakdown of their physical and mental health. To anyone who feels his
work is useful to society, retirement is repugnant, for all it comes as a slap in the
face; it carries the implication that powers have waned, the day is done, their countenance is no longer welcomed.
The United States, in its fantastic complexity, has de-humanized man by putting
him into categories similar to automobiles. Automobiles are not broken in until they
have gone 500 or 1000 miles and most American cars have been manufactured to last

for five years (although we have the technical skill to make them last forever). Using
the same formula, the person is not borken in until sixteen years of age. Then he can
enter the labor force. He is expected to last to age 65 and then he is dumped in the
stockpiles (the aged ghetto). There is no allowance for human variability. There has
been no plan for gradual retirement, to enable the older person to gradually fill the
void. Retirement is viewed as a punishment rather than a reward. It should be the role
of the nurse (although not exclusively) to demand gradual retirement plans, means of
filling these voids, and demanding a variability factor for every person. It is also
the role of the nurse to point out to the elderly, as well as society, the area of their
expertise. The roles of the aged in previous societies-roles like sage, counsellor,
storyteller, religious leader and skilled artisan are no longer reserved as positions
of importance in our society. Yet, there is one obvious area where older people will
always have the experience which is lacking In the young aging itself the experience of living and growing old.
The importance of this should be blatantly obvious to a society which is headed
toward more leisure time, not only during old age, but during the most "productive"
years of life. The American value of man is in terms of his work. How are we to cope
without work (in its traditional sense) when this is what we value? What must come is
a whole new value system In relation to work, leisure and retirement. Labor is a means

-

-

-

v

-

an end; such as money. Work is that in which one finds meaning, in and of itself in
any field, at any level. Machines will do the labor in the future. Work gives a person
the chance for self-actualization, a chance to create, a chance to be. Labor is not
usually conducive to self-actualization for many people. It is only in times of leisure
or retirement that such an endeavor can be possible for all men. There is a tre-

to

The senior citizen is not a first class citizen, he is part of a minority group (too
bad he doesn't have a Stokeley Carmichael) suffering from many of the same injustices of other minority groups.
In a society which places supreme value on work, the elderly person is forced
to "retire." The best thing to do when one retires is to take up hobbies, meet other
aged people and to to a planned community for the aged.
"In other words, he should retire to a ghetto of aged persons, enjoy himself as
possible, and keep out of other people's way.
The euphemisms (such as senior
citizen) that disguise the plight of the aged in America carry the implicit moral
that human life can be trivialized with impunity."
Berwick points out three major facits of our society which totally denigrate the
dignity of the existing old: the cult of youth, the decline of the family, and the Forest
Lawn syndrome.
Youth in America occupy the commanding position. The fantastic expansion of higher
education and the Madison avenue approach exemplify this position. Youth begins around
age four and lasts as long as the individual can fake it part of our American homogenizing machine.

Surely it is a classic irony that we who pride ourselves on our dedication to human
dignity should have permitted the creation of an expanding population composed
ofaging human vegetables.
Keith Berwick

mendous opportunity for the aged within this philosophical framework to apply their
life experiences to such a self-actualization. This is the type of philosophy or action
or work that nurses should be engaged in propagating as well as practicing.
The economic conditions of the aged In America for the most part, are abominable.
Is this the way we reward people for their "contributions to society" during their
"productive years"? We give them their social security checks which allow for subsistance living and congratulate ourselves on our humane accomplishments. Meanwhile, the aged are living in dilapidated housing, unable to buy the kind and quality
of food and clothing manditory for their health. In essence, we are partially helping
them meet their basic need for survival without allowing them anything to survive for.
The aged of old, in exhonerated positions in society, were able to assimilate their
life experiences into the greater aspirations of man-life, death, God, and their meaning for man. Today, we see the world as absurd because it IS absurd for us. In our
youth or "productive" years we are so obsessed with labor for some ridiculous
reward, money, that we rarely take the time to stop, look around and see what's
really happening or could be happening. We fail to see the significance of our experiences and their transcendent meaning for our lives. In our race to get "somewhere", we don't know where we're going or even why we should go there. Yes, it is
absurd. In latee life, when society robs us of our status and worth, we can't figure
out why we even bothered to have lived. If we are ever to break the absurdity of life,
it has bot to come with the aged. It is the aged that have the "overview" of life,
that can tell us what it's all about. The aphorism, "live and learn" has been replaced
by "by the time you've learned, it is too late to live." It does not have to be this
way. The only reason the later is true is because we refuse to recognize the value
of what the aged have learned, and we refuse to even let them think about it so that
they could tell us anything. We do this by reducing them to. subsistance living so that
they must lower the level of their motivations and thoughts to the basic needs for
survival, food, clothing and shelter. I would hope that the role of the nurse would be
obvious in wiping out this criminal negligence and waste of resources by society.
If not, whe deserves to have an absurd existence.
The role of the nurse is to change society's concept of the aged. Stokeley Carmichael
was very wise whenhe told the white liberal, "Don't bug us man, go organize and change
your own community." The same applies to nurses. In order to change anyone, the
nurse has bot to change her own beliefs and values regarding the aged (a lot of other
things, too). Because of the failing physical health of the aged person, the nurse is
often in contact with him.If the nurse takes the time to explore the thoughts and feelings
of the aged person, about himself, his role in society, the world; she cannot help but
get a glimpse of the fantastic wealth of information, experiences and concepts this person has
and their applicability to her own life. And like the man said spread the
word.
Disraeli once said, "Youth is a blunder; manhood a struggle; old age a regret." It
is only in terms of such a comprehensive revamping of society and its institutions,
that we can possibly conceive of prolonging man's existence as a humane and wanted
~t
goal; it is only then that a ma.: can live as a man.

-

Dental Student
Table Clinics
The Student Table Clinics Committee will sponsor a Clinic evening at which time all student
table clinics will be presented.
Committee, and one student will
be selected to give his clinic and
to represent our dental school at
the A.D.A. National Convention in
Miami next October. All clinics
presented this evening will be
eligible for the Alumni Convention In the fall. The tentative date
for the Clinic Evening is Thursday, May 16, from 7-9 p.m. In the
Faculty Club, Miilberry Union.
All students, including Dental Hygientists, are urged to participate
and those interested in presenting
clinics, or requiring more information should contact Art Kobal
or the president of their class.
All students and faculty are invited to attend. Further details
will be distributed in each class.
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Cal Club

Convenes At Davis

The California Club held its
Annual Convention March 17-19
on the Davis Campus of the University of California. At a formal
banquet on the first night, President Charles Hitch addressed the
group on some of the problems
existent within the University that
he Is facing as the new president.
He spoke about the attempts that
are being made to arrive at possible solutions, discussed the
changes in the Code of Conduct,
and answered some questions asked by Cal Club members from the
other campuses.
The following evening, Dr. Clark
Kerr was made an honorary member of the California Club and
gave an interesting talk on the
complaints that students have on
university campuses around the
world. As he views it, there are
five main complaints: First, students feel that there is a lack of
communication between the faculty and the students themselves.
Second, students are concerned
about too much specialization and
the lack of mental views to understand other cultures. Third, students want more opportunity to
help other people for unit credit.
Fourth, students feel restricted
with too much control over their
personal and political lives. Students want a chance to participate
in academic affairs even though
the faculty runs the machinery.
And fifth, the students do not want
continuous school sessions but rather breaks during which they can
travel or work on research or service projects.
Dr. Kerr's projections about the
future included several key points.
Programmed instruction by computers will convert every living
room into a classroom providing
lifelong learning in one's own
home. This should encourage and
increase student dialogue. At this
stage, universities should be leading the way in computerized education. But instead, private companies are behind these programs
and there is danger that another
Big 3, as in the automobile industry, may result. Dr. Kerr would
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STUDENT MODEL: 3 hr. Wed.
evening Art Workshops. 52.07/hr.
draped. All sizes, shapes, either
sex welcome. Sign-up: Prog. Dept.
Rm. 238, Millberry Union, 666-
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REASONABLE RATES

Millberry Union
Operations Dept.

-2019

Forms available in Room

RIDE WANTED

.

245

MILLBERRY UNION

"Wanted. .ride from San Anselmo, hours 8 4:30. CalExtension
2576."
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Car Buffs do it!

TYPING
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. Papers,
dissertations, theses, manuscripts.
Eves: 751-8879.
FOR RENT

——

The Drinking
is availalbe
afternqons, pa.rly. evenings for
special groups. Call 435-1505.

Bar available
Gourd (see' ad)

Where?

WHERE ARE YOU? Barbara O'- FOR SALE
Dea, Harriett Shapiro, Marian Mozean. Dee Dupre, Jeri Peixoto,
Mary Griffin, Joan Nokelby,
Marilyn Housel, Marlene Minussian, Jennifer Spangler, Lydia
Hammaker, Ticia Lewis, Nita
Draper, Wendy Halambeck, Tom
Voyt, FredGreenberg, Louise Hazen, Joyce McLaughlin, Mildred
Kong, Diane VanOver, Kari Bauer,
James Groundwatz, Alex Apostober, Kathy Regester, Ellen Canepa,
Marilyn Housel; WE STILL LOVE

Roadster beautiful cond. AM-FM
Radio, 5 Speed. $2,000 or offer.
Dr. Paddor, Ext. 1316, 534-9079.
FOR SALE: Nakade guitar w/case.
Never been used. $425. Call
567-9456 after 4 p.m.

WANTED: Student staff for '68-69
Synapse, Film Committee, Public
YOU. Millberry Singers, 5:30 p.m.
Affairs Committee, and photoWed. eves., Millberry Union Music graphy work. Prog. Dept., Rm.
Room.
238, Millberry Union, 666-2019.
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1967 Professional Financial Guidance.
for
both secured and unsecured loans
you
arrange
Help
so necessary for debt consolidation, cash flow, new
equipment, taxes, insurance, real estate investments,
stock and bond investment, etc., at low professional
interest rates.

j

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS TO PROFESSIONAL
PROBLEMS • PERSONAL LOANS TO 50,000

|

COMPREHENSIVE PROFESSIONAL

men who want to be where the
action is. Very racy. Very masculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.

Your Business and Vacation Headquarters.
Free Ticket Delivery to the Medical Center.

ATLANTA. GA., 30326

• REAL ESTATE NO LIMIT
* NO NEW INSURANCE REQUIRED

i For

(Lakeside Village)

«

We offer modern

.'

Xnglish iteathet;

2600 OCEAi>J AVENUE

Tune text C.

Tht finest INDESTRUCriBir METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. >/l" 2".
Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt thipmwil. Sitlsfiction Gutrantaad
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Boi 18623 Unoi Squart St.tion
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Don't you agree you need Professional Financial
Guidance the kind of guidance you give your patients
when you recommend an annual physical checkup.
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chaud, Kathy Peters, Jo Sikorski, Lee Smith, Peggy Wood, Ruth
Ziemer, and advisors Drs. Goyan
and Motto.
Art Kobal
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also like to see a change in the
present draft status which puts uncertainty in students' minds on all
campuses. Persons should be able
to plan their lives more definitely.
Several main topics for discussion among members of each Cal

Club chapter were: the role andfuture of the undergraduate campus,
classroom environment, and structuring education. A mutual understanding was gained of existing
problems on each campus.
The highlight of the convention
was the Med. Center's skit presented in competition with skits of
other chapters at a beer function
held at Mousey's in the big city
of Davis. The skit was entitled
"The Making of a President" and
reflected on the problem of finding a new president for the University. With the help of theMedical Center and a surgical team
headed by Dr. Chris Barnyard, a
multiple transplantation of qualities were performed to create a
new president. The ability to deal
with crushing situations came from
a highway accident victim. The
"hep" quality was extracted from
a Hashbury acid head. The Little
Old Winemaker offered an appreciation of the finer things in life
(i.e., Beer's Lair). Bunny and
Claude supplied a tender heart and
an answer to the budget problem
respectively. The operation was
a success, but the resulting personage more than slightly resembled Adolph Hitler. The skit won
second place.
The convention was most enjoyable and informative and the Davis
chapter of California Club did a
magnificent job as our hosts.
In attendance from the Cal Club
chapter at the Medical Center
were: Gail Henrikson (U.C.M.C.
chapter president), Diane Carner,
Lida Chase, Rod Cob urn, Bob
Dietz, Schwab Dinkle, Dan Furtado, Bob Hunt, Art Kobal, Carl
Kuhn, A.O.J. Landucci, Phyllis
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Poetry

Berkeley Sports Schedule
By Walt Prowell
Holders of UCB Athletic Cards for the 1967-68 school year still ;
have a chance to use them. There is a variety of Spring Sports Acti- j
vities taking place at Berkeley, and nearby for the duration of the ;
Spring Quarter. Rugby, Gymnastics, Swimming, Boxing, and Wrestl- ;
ing have all finished their seasons, but the following events are still
;
in the offing.
TRACK AND FIELD
I
(All home meets at Edwards Stadium)

'.

Today I suddenly realized that I was going old.
The life that lay behind me, seemed empty,

dark, and cold,

So to you I present from

within the thoughts I

hold
Once it was unto myself the way I feel the day,
But now it seems the more I see, the more I
want to say.
Yet the words escape my thought, the meaning is
not clear,
The more I know, the more I feel, the more there
is to fear.

The question of existence goes racing through my
head,
I know I live; I breath, I feed, but surely I am dead.
Awareness gained at best remains a feeling for
the day,
It's God I fear the time draws near for kneeling
down to pray.
The teachings of society young children learn to
say,
Confuse the mind and make one blind is how I feel

today.
Why master and reiterate the things that havebeen

done,
Machines we'd be, both you
we've won.

me—this is what

Adapt yourself to all that's true and question what
you knew.
will bind with cob-web twine the feelings
that make you.
Sustained procedure breds amnesia to anything
that's real,
Diverse your mind and then you'll find, it's everything you feel.

Time

Expressive symbols created by me,
Communicating all I was to be.
But I found I was living without,
Isolated and always in doubt.
Reluctant searching without a guide,
Tried and failed I had to hide away.

my mind.
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; Department,
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"Rehabilitation of patients has '.
been practiced by physicians for
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did not involve so many other
members of the health team.
"In the new approach, one phy-
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Yesterday I saw into myself,
My actions were not expressing the wealth,
Of associations my mind could see,

Do what you want to do,
Be what you want to be,
Go where you're goin' to,
Feel what you know is real,
You are your own reality,
You are your own reality.
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To try and prove that you are good,
To act yourself and be understood.
Bothers actions towards myself I could see.
I was not expressing myself to be.
It made me wonder if I were one.
Or for every moment does another one come.
And all I am is a continual shift,
Of ideas and values that endlessly drift through

for you

New

:

Silence haunts my every thought,
Worthlessness myself I've taught.
To try again and fail would mean,
I'd hide inside no more to be seen,
By any mind, including my own,
I'd lose myself, I'd be alone, so alone.

Why do I question the thoughts that come through,
Why live a he when I know what is true,
Though they've destroyed me, there's still a chance
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relies on the help of physicians
from the other medical specialties—as well as other important
members of the health team: physical and occupational therapists,
social workers, psychologists,
speech therapists, and vocational
counselors."
Dr. Bard claims that basic medical needs of the patient are served as before, but now "his social
needs, his economic needs--even ■
his vocational needs are served by
today's health team."
Most of the patients in the program are victims of arthritis,
stroke, or are paralyzed for other
reasons, he reports.
"A recent grant of $24,000fr0m
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has greatly aided
in development of the program.
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Edward J. Mitchell,CL.U.

Paul G. Nystrom

Carl E. Johanson & Associates
Exclusive representatives of insurance plans especially
designed for members of their professional associations.
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(S.A.M.A. UFE
Student American Medical Association;
A.Ph.A UFE
American Pharmaceutical Association, and
other professional groups.)

—

Telephone: 755-3770
MinnesotaMutualLife Insurance Company
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booklets describing the Cole Hall

and Toland Hall frescoes were
prepared at the time of their respective dedication. These booklets
are now very rare. The recognition afforded theTolandHall Frescoes is clear from the elaborately
•illustrated brochur written by Dr.

From page 3

k as far as my faulty memory goes, is just detectable was Arthur E.
who the various people actually Guedell (1893-1956) and a pioneer
were: beginning in the upper left American anesthesiologist. The
surgeon represents Glenn Bell,
and moving across therepresentaProfessor of Surgery, the Nurse
tions were: Francis S.Smyth, ProJ. J. Izquierdo, Professor of Phyl> fessor of Pediatrics, and later assisting him was Mildred Newton,
siology in the National University
and in the lower left hand corner,
Dean; Eric Ogden, Associate Proof Mexico, and published in Mexico
fessor of Physiology, and later the children's teacher was Hulda City.
Some of these frescoes were
associated with Ohio State Uni- Thelander, Professor ofPediatrics reproduced in connection with a
representaand
were
the two boys
versity and NASA; Robert S. Stone
recent meeting of the American
(1895-1966), Professor of Radio- tions of my sons, Chauncey Jr., Medical Association in San Franthe
latter
now practlogy; J. B. dc CM. Saunders, and Wilson,
cisco.
Professor of Anatomy, and later icing anesthesiology in Seattle.
You are giving great balance to
It is to be hoped that the skillChancellor; Joseph Hamilton (1907our
overall effort on this campus
-1957), Associate Professor of Ra- ful restoration being carried onso by emphasizing the humanities so
diation Biology, and then on the well by Nathan and Matthew Zak- well. I hope that you and your
next line, the psychiatrist was heim can be extended to include colleagues will get a-lot
of satisthe Toland Hall frescoes. These
probably Milton Lennon (1877
your good effort.
faction
from
brilliantly depict the development
1965).
The nurse with the white water- of medicine in California. They
board hat was Phyllis Wrightson, were completed in 1939. In 1942
Chauncey D. Leake
who was Zakheim's assistant and they were covered over with walllater his wife, and the mother paper, on the grounds that they
of Nathan and Matthew Zakheim; were too distracting to the students,
Edward Shaw, Professor of Pedi- when students were supposed to
atrics; Willard Fleming, Profes- be listening to their lecturer. My
sor of Dentistry, and later Chan- statement at that time still holds:
cellor; Isabella Perry, Associate if a lecturer is not good enough
LOWERS FOR ALL OCCASION
Professor of Pathology; and then to hold the attention of the stuwall,
with
the
in
competition
there
is
was
dents
down,
I,
who
dropping
1821 IRVING STREET »
Professor of Pharmacology and of he is not much of a lecturer. UnNEAR 19th AVENUE
the History of Medicine, and Li- fortunately, the wallpaper was
PHONE MO 4-8732
painted over. When the wallpaper
brarian.
Beneath me is K. F. Meyer, was removed, under the direction
Professor of Microbiology andDi- of Chancellor J. B. dc C. M.
rector of the Hooper Foundation Saunders in 1965, it was found that
for Medical Research; then Ben- the oil had seeped through the
edict Abreu, (1913-1965); Re- wallpaper and has softened the
search Associate in Pharmacol- plaster.
The Toland Hall frescoes are a
ogy, and later Professor of Pharmacology at the University of great artistic effort, and they cerTexas Medical Branch, Galveston; tainly deserve full and carefulresNilkanth Phatak, Research As- toration. They are highly accurate,
sociate in Pharmacology in the and some of them offer an inUniversity of Oregon Dental spiring stimulus to the best standards and ideals of practice in the
School.
The anesthesiologist whose face health professions. Illustrated
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Grad News,
(From page 3)

debating the "Ethics of Power". I was mostly turned down. You may
be interested to know that the participants returned with a unanimous
feeling of disappointment. Apparently the first flicker of passion
was squashed by Dean Craig Cunningham who runs the thing. No one
thought to call that an unethical use of power, so it certainly looks
as if they didn't learn much. Next year we should perhaps send a
contingent with the avowed purpose of squashing Craig Cunningham.
PHILOSOPHY COURSE
This should be first and foremost in a degree program for doctor
of same. Despite the assumptions of today's scientific education,
science is only a jewel set in a ring of philosophy. The Second Law of
Thermodynamics contradicts our very existence in a manner which
still has not been rationalized. I am in the discussion stage of a potential philosophy course for graduate students which might give us a
perspective on that philosophy within which we experiment. I hope
it will be a non-credit, no grade type of affair and I would welcome
any expressions of interest and/or contradicting opinions.

DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES

Anatomy: Mike Mulroy
Biochemistry: Alan Boyne, Barry Lombardini
Microbiology: Jane Noble
Nursing: Leigh Poitvois, Wendy Halambeck
Pharmaceutical Chemistry: Armen Melikian, Mike Missakian

Pharmacology: Richard Howland

Physiology: Mike Romano
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CHOICE 68

The Student Right

If anyone makes a killing through CHOICE '68, the National Collegiate Presidential Primary, it could be the campus conservatives.
Although caricatured endlessly as dedicated young fascists obsessed
with the mirage of exterminating insidious communism and related
socialist end products, the fact remains that as a semi-professional
political machine in the narrow, conventional sense of the word, the
student right is unequaled.
a
This professionalism has developed, paradoxically enough, as
have
received
that
student
leftists
result of the incredible publicity
from the national press. Their large and usually garish demonstrations have rudely thrust the less flamboyant conservatives far into
where, in the leftist scenario, they vegetate in
the background
deserved obscurity.
Actually, this guise of conservative anonymity is deceiving, for the
vitality of the student right rests in its dedication to the democratic
process. Student power for conservatives does not entail the leftist
course of direct and militant social intervention regardless of law
and order. It involves instead power gained and administered through
accepted formulas and established structures —studentgovernment,
for instance, and national student organizations such as the Young
Americans for Freedom.
So while the leftists picket, agitate, and alienate, the student conservatives try to pack the polls and churn out the vote. It's a simple,
direct process, almost mechanical in fact. But that, after all, is
and campus conservatives are out to win
how elections are won
CHOICE '68. Their chances of doing so are not as minimal as some
liberals would like to believe. For the politics of the right today are
more the politics of charisma than any other political wing on the
American scene. In '64 it was Barry Goldwater who hypnotically
swayed campus conservatives, and this year the prophet's mantle
rests on the shoulders of Ronald Reagan. Any sizeable student mobilization behind Reagan will do the lfceral cause severe damage, and
most campus conservatives know it. A glance at the CHOICE '68
ballot would tend to justify optimism. Those liberals dissatisfied
with Lyndon Johnson's performance as Chief Executive have several
extremely attractive candidates from which to choose. Predictably
enough, the liberal vote for president will probably be extensively
fragmented with no over-riding numerical superiority being enjoyed
by any single individual.
Conservatives, however, can rally in convincingly heavy numbers
around Reagan. True, some extremists will back Wallace, and more
moderate conservatives will support Nixon. But the bulk will vote for
Reagan. The result could be a surprisingly authoriative conservative
victory, one that would rock the leftists more than anything else.
If the liberals and moderates go their usual stumbling ways and
fail to mobilize than the conservatives will do handsomely in CHOICE
•68
for the conservatives, at least, care enough to vote. Do

—

The Student Left

CANDIDATES

For student radicals these days, the menu has been sparse.
Vlllified by the press and Congress for their noisy activism, scorned by the majority of their moderate classmates more concerned
with campus affairs, and lambasted from the pulpit for their flowing
locks and sundry other hygienic offenses, they seem to have nowhere
to go.
Their views, sound as they appear to them to be, remain largely
Ignored, and their protests, correspondingly, have disintegrated into
displays of cynicism and emotional diatribes aimed at the Establishment. The American democratic process strikes them as more absurd with each passing day —and each mounting crisis.
CHOICE '68, the National Collegiate Presidential Primary, will
probably either solidify the skepticism of the campus radicals or
cause them to re-evaluate their thinking as to the actual political
power of the vote.
If a sizeable percentage of college students do care enough to
participate in the election, and, indeed, do succeed in exerting some
appreciable pressure over the policymakers of the country, then the
radicals may well channel their considerable energies into the drive
to lower the voting age to eighteen.
If the Primary fails, however, to stir the long silent student moderates or to influence American policy, then leftists will probably
remain convinced that only forceful and, if need be, violent action will
produce acceptable political ends.
But of more immediate concern is whether the radicals will participate at all in CHOICE '68. The ballot, certainly, is well stocked
with leftists and moderate-liberals, and the Viet Nam referendum
questions should satisfy the most extreme of the radicals. The current anti-administration feeling among students would also seem
to indicate that a leftist vote is a distinct possibility.
Unfortunately, it's too soon to begin forecasting whether the radicals will respond to or boycott the primary. The one fact that is
certain is that they do have a chance to mobilize and express themselves meaningfully and effectively in CHOICE '68. The decision is
theirs, as James Reston wrote, whether they "want to dream or
work." CHOICE '68 may well tell us which avenue they choose.

In alphatbetica order:

I.Fred Halstead
2. Mark O.Hatfield
3.Lyndon B. Johnson
4. Robert F. Kennedy
5. John V. Lindsay
6. Eugene McCarthy
7. Richard M. Nixon
8. Charles Percy
9. Ronald Reagan
10. Nelson A. Rockefeller
11. Harold E. Stassen
12. George Wallace

—

Who Is Fred Halstead?
'

Fred Halstead is the Socialist tually have the most at stake when
it comes to the question of war. It

If JUBj?

—

the liberals?

CHOICE 68 Termed Significant
By Peter Meschter

"It can be as important as the
primary in any contested state,"
so says Political Science professor John Saloma of CHOICE '68,
the student-run national collegiate
presidential primary which will
take place April 22 and which
has so far attracted the participation of 200 colleges and universities, having an enrollment of
over 2 million students.
FIRST OPPORTUNITY
Noting that by 1972 nearly onehalf of the electorate will be under
30 years old, Prof. Saloma calls
1968 the first great opportunity
for the young to make their presence felt on the U.S. political
scene, and CHOICE '68 as the
first real indication of the political views of the young —if they
will only take the primary seriously.

"CHOICE '68 Is a test of the will
and resourcefulness of young people
a test of strength between

—

the young and the Establishment.
By taking a serious attitude to-

wards this primary and by turning more oriented against Johnson and
out in large numbers to vote, stu- towards the left, states the profesdents can show that they do count sor.
EFFECTS OF PRIMARY
as a political group. Too often
Other possible effects of the prithe student or under-30 vote is
discounted because it lets itself mary, according to Saloma, could
be discounted. If successful, be:
(1) A repudiation of the presCHOICE '68 can do much towards
the politicians' attitude." Saloma ent administration, and a boost to
also noted that the primary will the Republicans' effort against it.
have added significance because,
(2) A veto on the candidacy of
is
more
votes
one
of the major Republican cansuccessful,
If It
will be cast in it than in all of didates. For instance, if this prithe contested small-state primar- mary shows that Nixon can't win
ies combined.
among young people, his chances
CHOICE A REJECTION?
for the nomination may be ended.
that
says
CHOICE
(3) Of the four candidates havProf. Saloma
'68 could well be a clear rejec- ing a real chance at this point for
tion of the older generation of the Presidency —Nixon, Kennedy,
politicians, among whom he lists McCarthy, and Rockefeller
Johnson, Nixon, and Reagan. The CHOICE '68 might give the greatimportance of CHOICE '68 will est boost to Rockefeller's chances.
(4) The vote could go far tolie as much in the trends it shows,
and the votes on party preference wards determining the Republiand the war in Vietnam, as in the can vice-presidential nominee, esname of the most popular individ- pecially since the major parties
ual candidate. Trends shown by have recently nominated well
CHOICE '68 will differ significant- known political figures for vicely from those indicated by the Gal-; president.
(5) There is a possibility that
lup polls, and most probably be

—
-

Worker's Party candidate for
President. He has announced recently his plans to go to Vietnam
aand Japan this summer to camFpaign among servicemen.
"I don't plan to do anything
provocative," Mr. Halstead said,
"I just plan to listen and learn."
Halstead, forty years old, was
his party's candidate in the '64
election, where he was on the ballot in eleven states. He received
40,000 votes, and expects to be a
candidate In at least thirty states
this November.
The CHOICE '68 election is regarded by Halstead as a "unique
opportunity" for students across
the country to register their feelings against the Vietnam War and
the current Adminisrraion.
"Young people," he noted, "who
become draftable at 18 but still
don't have the right to vote, ac-

the primary could bring another,
lesser candidate such as Lindsay into prominence, although the
primary will probably be too early
for this.
REBUILD POLITICS
In conclusion, Saloma stated that
he was impressed by whathe called
"how far off base the American
political system is now. As F'rof.
Lettvln says, the older generation
has gotten us into the present
mess. If a politician of the older
generation is elected in 1968, It
will be 10 years before another
chance comes to elect a young,

Is young people who are sent to
do the dying and killing in Vietnam. CHOICE '68 will enable a
massive part of American youth,
those on campuses, to repudiate
Lyndon Johnson and his war."
Halstead is probably the least
known individual running in the
CHOICE '68 election, but by virtue of the alphabetic arrangement
of the candidates' names, he enjoys the top position on the primary ballot. Considering thepresence of twelve other candidates,
this represents no small advantage.

He is currently campaigning almost exclusively on college campuses throughout the country, and
is basing his attack mostly on two
issues, "Bring the Gls Home from
Vietnam" and, "Black Control of
the Black Community."

-

like candidate. If the
domination of the older political
generation is to be ended and
American politics rebuilt, the job
must be done by the young."

Kennedy

The Medical Center faculty, students and personnel are cordially
Invited to attend the Center's program on the Storage of Abilities:
A Centennial Celebration. Persons
interested in attending should call
ext. 1692 for reservations. Due to
space limitations, advance registration is essential.

